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t is another year at Whittier College, which
means the campus says hello to a whole new
set of students. A new school year means a
new year that is filled with little to no sleep, work,
chaos, stress, but overall its a new year that will
be filled with unforgettable memories. Memories
created here at Whittier are carried throughout
the lives of the students. Twenty-years from
now, there will be individuals who laugh and look
back at their years here on the Poet campus.
With a new year not only are there
students who are being welcomed to a new
life and creating new experiences, but there are
many who have to start saying goodbye to their
college years. Goodbye to the last 4 years that
were spent learning and developing. Though,
the goodbye is never permanent. Once a Poet
always a Poet, The graduating class is saying
goodbye to the campus, but not goodbye to
being a Poet.
This book is here to view the 2011 2012 school year at Whittier College. Enjoy your
time flipping through this book and hopefully by
looking through this yearbook you are able to
reminisce on the past school year.

a

Los Angeles finally follows through with the ban of plastic bags in grocery stores Paper bags and
reusable bags must now be used throughout the Los Angeles County,

A Vietnam Memorial Wall has been placed at Rose Hills for a week in March It is three quarters
the size of the actual Memorial Wall in Washington, D.C.

The Los Angeles Kings, hockey team, wins the Stanley Cup
for the first time in 19 years.

Magic Johnson bought the Dodgers baseball Team for $2
billion from Frank McCourt. Major shock for the Dodgers
fans.
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Gay Pride Parade takes place in West Hofy)d yet again from June 8th to I 0th Thousands
wed up for this great time to show support.

The year 'ong caoe .z...h the vvhoier Drilling topic was finally passed and approved to
go through with on Penn Street. Neightbors and Whittier residents were very upset
with the decision and the fight to reverse this ac-ion still goes on today.

NOWS

)ndon continues construction on the Olympic stadium throughout the year, preparing for the big opening ceremony
ring the summer.

Greece's economy has suffered for the past couple years and riots have broken Out all over Greece

C,)

Opening.

Rudy Eugene, a 31 year old Florida man, was shot after being s
in a 'zombie' like state chewing off another mans face Bath salt
have become the new drug that causes this "zombie' like beha

Mexico welcomes a new president Rena Nieto into office He
vowed to fight against drug wars within the country

crings in a new Prime Minister, Mario Mont, in November 2011 After a long period of having a struggling
omy, especially with rising tuition in schools, the Italian community hopes Morn will bring then back up from
hardships

Onone 4S
as it causes mobs of people to crowd
le stores days before the phone itself comes Out

last space shuttle Atlantis is launched at the Kennedy Space
•
er in Florida Nasa sent forn astronauts to fix a space center It
td Out the government funded program that had lasted for the
30 years

Costa Concordia, and taiian cruise ship, crashes off the coast of Giglio,
Italy Two people were ktled while 69 others were injured. It was described
as 'pure chaos'

After 37 years, from the invention of the Apple company to the promotion of the iPhone 4, of being a crucial part of tha
progress of the technological world, Steve Jobs dies from his long battle with pancreatic cancer in October 2011

Penn Ntate Assistant Hootball coach, raeralo dandusky, is charged for over ou counts of child molestation and
rape, Penn State suffers the consequences, as the bead coach Joe Paterno knew what Sandusky was doing
without reporting him Most of Penn State Football's titles have been stripped away, Penn State will be forceo
to offer fewer scholarships, pay a S60 million fine, as well as many other punishments that were a blow to the
Penn State students

some students, this is the time for them to say hello to Whittier,
to others it is their goodbyes that they are making Whichever
greeting is used there are abundant of activities that students can
attend to create the memories they are saying hello or goodbye to,
Both Fall and Spring are filled with annual dances and other events
that are thrown by the various clubs and organizations on campus.
Some of the traditional events that are held include Homecoming,
Sportsfest, and Lumies. A few new events popped up on the radar
for the amusement of the fellow Poets, like Dub-Synch that was held
in the fall instead of the spring. Here at College, there are plentiful of
options to choose from. The options are endless.
There are many students on campus who take on leadership roles and help make a difference in the Whittier campus community. Many students take the advantage of the small atmosphere
and take the chance to become a leader. The majority of events on
campus are all planned, done, and hosted by students and other
organizations. Of course, with the help of staff members and various
administrates, the events on campus are able to proceed. Let us
see what other events the students of Whittier College will plan next.
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reshmen
The rest of orientation
he intensity runs through stuweek was filled with workshops that
dents body when the thought of
helped each student get to know
their college journey is about to beone another so they feel comfortgin Freshmen are about to embark
able, since half of them will be living
their taste of independency during
together. For the entire school year
orientaton week because it is they
are about to start their college career. students will be dealing with each
During orientation students line up to other very frequently since Whittier
get their keys, meal cards, turn in last is a small campus. Orientation week
ends off the annual welcome dinner
minute forms, and pick up the itinerfor the first-year students that is held
ary that is set for them. Workshops
at President Herzbergers home, The
are set for students so they can get
time is spent getting to know the
better acquainted with the College.
President and her husband.
Its a priceless moment when stuOrientation stresses getdents find out their roommate(s) and
ting to know each other since the
their other fellow Poets.
College values diversity and comAt the end of the first day
munity. Since Whittier is such a
of orientation it is time to say the
small
campus, many of the students
goodbyes to loved one. To some
students, their families live across the will encounter each other more
frequently than they would think.
country or world and to others they
Building a strong friendship between
are down the street, but the end of
one another will help build a strong
the day and convocation, it is time
community that is needed to make
to say goodbye to the family and
Whittier a school that is worth wild.
hello to college. Convocation and
the passing the light of knowledge is
held at the end of the first day, which
isn't very common at other colleges.
Whittier alumna, Linda Biehl (65) spoke at the New
Student Convocation about the importance of
stopping molence in South African towards young
people. Biehi had a daughter who was murdered
in South Africa during volunteering.
Keith Karkut's Hypnotic Intoxication is held to show
the first-year students how dangerous drinking
heavily can be. Junior, Mark Alvarez, volunteers
to be hypnotized and be asked to impersonate
someone who is intoxicated.
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Each year the flrst-year students gather in
the Graham Athletic Center to mingle with
one each other by playing ice breakers,

First-year, Joshua Gomez and his father, Jaime 'Taboo' Gomez of The
Black Eyed Peas, lined up during orientation to receive their dorm key
Just like many of the parents present, it is Gomez' first child attending
college

Andrew Tejada and a few of his fellow Poets eat dinner at President Herzberger's home There are only two occasions when students are invited
into the President's borne: Freshmen Dinner and Senior Dinner

tr, many of the professors enjoy getting to know their stumfessor of Psychology Dr Charles Hill, speaks to first-year
tsas and o:her students about the atmosphere at Whittier
tnd give them a little background on his teachings at the
Drofessor Hill teaches introductory to Psychology, which
t-year students register in during their first year

Juniors, Emily Baeza and Amber Orozco, are cofounders of the environmental club, Raising Awareness for the Environment (RAE). This year,
They were given the opportunity to speak to first-year students about the
importance of reducing their usage of plastic bottles. As a gift from the
club and Associated Students of Whittier College Senate (ASWC Senate), each first-year student received a reusable water bottle

Students hang out in their dorm
rooms after their long day of
classes.

Sophomore, RebeccaRaya,
Brindis event.

MLK (Martin Luther King Jr.) is an event that is held every year by Residence Life and Black Student Union in honor of Martin Luther King Jr.
I2
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Nessa Julian's going away surprise party.

This year, Worlds AIDS Day had a fashion show where various
students strutted down the chapel in various clothes with a
red aspect in their clothing to fight for a cure of the AIDS virus.
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By: Cassandra Leyba

he transition from nigh
school to college is such an
interesting experience, many go
from living with their parents to
their first time living away from
their family. Some go far away
and some stay close and commute, either way, there is a new
sense of freedom in the air, and
with freedom comes so many
responsibilities!
The freshman year is
usually the time where a variety
of things could happen! You
can go into debt, meet your lifelong friends, and start to live on
your own. Throughout the year
we had the chance to meet
a plethora of people through
school activities and hanging
out outside classrooms or in the
dorms, and those people are
the people that might be able
to change your life in so many
ways.

My first year experience
was a pretty great one, I have
met so many amazing people
and got to know them on another level. I was able to dorm
and meet my wonderful roommates, Yadira Guitierrez and
Rowan Ester. Yadira and I had
the chance to join M.E.Ch.A,
Amigos Unidos, Spanish Club,
and the Acropolis yearbook,
volunteer at the helping hands
days, and dance at the Hispanic events with M.E.Ch.A. And
Amigos and learn to hula with
the Hawaiian Islanders Club and
perform at Ho'Aloha.
And I got the chance
to join a Co-ed bible study
group and learn more about
the people and open my mind
up to many possibilities. I feel I
was vent lucky to get to know
the people in these groups and
participate in these events.

My Community Experience
"During my first-year community experience, I was stationed at a local school where
we helped clean the campus.
I was able to sweep and clean
the windows and the walls of
the classroom. Doing this I
learned how important it is to
have a clean environment in
order to learn. Overall, it was
a good experience for me. I
felt good at the end of the day
knowing that a clean environment is a better one."
-
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Andreina Zepeda .15

Poet students gather to discL
their plan of action for giving 1
to the community.

These proud Poets stand toç
after a long day's work at the
location for the day.

Painting shapes for their community station saves time and teaches the new
Poets how important it is to lend a little hand.

Photo-13. Amber Orozco
First-year Hugo Guzman and Grace Battista help clear a pathway for their
community.

the community is important to the Poets. By simply helping to clean
ches up in a local yard can do so much.

Many of the new Poets pose before leaving to help out the community on their Poets Give
Back day. One of the new baby Poets that is included is Matthew Osherow from Eagle
Rock, California.
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("lub 88 host multiple events
Jtrom dances to hosting live
bands for music to even some
performances from our very own
Improvisation group on campus.
Whatever the event may be,
there is always something happening in and around the Campus Courtyard
Some of the many events
that happens around the campus center are many society
dances. Dances such as the
annual Welcome Back Dance
hosted by the William Penn
Society and !Glow hosted by the
Ionian Society. Various clubs and
organizations on campus also
take advantage of our venue. Ev-

RIGHT: Poets sing during karaoke night
in club 88. There have been multiple
nights during the year where students
can come and sing their hearts out to
some of their favorite songs.
FAR RIGHT: Its Halloween time in Whittier. Students are given the chance to
watch some of their favorite films on the
big screen and carve out pumpins in
the lower quad of the campus
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ery spring semester, TOBGLJAD
hosts their 'Club Drag.'
This past year Poet Entertainment was able to bring the
ska band, Suburban Legends, to
campus and perform for free to
all Whittier students. The Campus Center gives students the
opportunity to feel like they are
apart of the school because they
all come together for one thing:
to have fun and to be relieved of
stress. Students spend endless
hours of studying and focusing
on school work. The school and
thanks to alumni we are able to
have a place to come to and
relax and enjoy some events.

Many organization on campus host events so students can enjoy their
campus tie. The Sachsen Society hosted their annual event, Psychedelic
Circus,

Colieen Daly gives acvice and tells her story and experience of studying
abroad to the students who are interested. Students like first-year Fried
Soria took the advantage of the study abroad fair to get some informaton.

Midnight Breakfast was a success this year where many students were
able to eat some de.icious toed that was served by many of the student's
favorite professors and faculty.

:hogonian Society participaieo in this year's DubSync DubProgram Board hosted a Battle of the Banos on campus during the
eve the opportunity for the student body to win some money Halloween season. Poets were able to go through haunted mazes,
organization, but first must entertain the student body by
win some prizes, eat some celicious popcorn and of course, enjoy
and jib syncing to some catchy tunes.
some live music from various local bands
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ABOVE: Archana Chandrashekar and Sabrina Viramontes at the Ionian Society
table during the Activities Fair.
LEFT: The Lancer Society
during homecoming weekend
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Poets Caught
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A ction!

RIGHT: '0 Haunt' is the
annual Halloween dance
hosted by the Orthogonian
Society.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Daniel
Kulick copy edits one of the
mnany stores that are used
for the Quaker Campus
newspaper.
LEFT First-year students
mingle in the dorm lounge
while doing homework.
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Tanya McQueen and Irene Keogh pose and talk to students
t the Sachsen Society booth during the Actvdes far,
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Dy: Andreina Zepeda
s play was a dramatic comedy written by Sarah Ruhl about when a man
named Gordon, payed by Kyle Fox, dies
at a café and leaves his phone continually ringing. Finally a woman named Jean
(played by Colleen Daily) answers it so
that the annoying ringing will stop. In the
process of answering this dead man's
cell phone, she ends up getting invited to
his funeral. She is confused and doesn't
know what to do, but she ends up deciding to go and pretend she knew this dead
man.
When she goes to his funeral, she
meets his entire family and tells them that
she worked with him; it is a surprise to
everyone because Gordon does not work
at an ordinary job, he works as an organ
seller. Jean apparently did not know thatl
Ultimately it speaks about how significant technology is in today's society;
people are too connected to technology
that sometimes it defines the definition of
life. Also, it messages to the audience
that the fine line between life and death is
drawn.
The cast of the play loved the story
and having the chance to act with the
people around them, including Dr. Jennifer Holmes. "This play was a great hit! It

Left: Colleen Daly, senor, nails
her remrmaice.
Right: This Poet actress is in
the moment of her character.
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meant a lot to the seniors because it is Dr.
Jennifer Holmes' last performance direction before she leaves on her Sabbatical.
The experience was both emotional and
unforgettable!" India Warren, sophomore.
The audience seemed to love it too,
"I thought the play was very unexpected
and original, but very creative," Rowan
Ester, freshman.
The play was actually really unexpected; by the ending of the play we fnd
out that Jean was falling in love with the
dead man, Gordon, she herself did not
even know that. She hac a sort of dream
that she died and ended up with Gordon.
Gordon explained to her that she was
there because she choose to be there
because she had a strong emotional
connection to him. Jean was confused
and terrified, but she eventually comes
back to reality and stays with the man she
really loved, which was Gordon's younger
brother.
It was a very interesting play that made
the audience think about the world we live
in and how we are extremely attached to
technology that the device itself, like the
cell phone, could tell our whole life story.
The very first play of the year was a successful triumph.
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he Whittier College department of theatre and communication arts presents
the second fall play of the semester called
Hedda Gabler. The play was written
by Henrik Ibsen, one of Europe's most
esteem scriptwriters, and is translated by
Ban Friel. The production fea:ured an all
student cast and was directed by theatre
professor Gil Gonzalez, The student cast
made the play, Hedda Gabler, come to life
with their enthusiastic and honorable team
wohK, also with the talent of their acting
skills.
The setting of the play is in Oslo, Norway during the late 1800s; in the home
of scholar Jorgen Tesman and his new
wife, Hedda Gabler or as I may say Hedda
Tesman because she was a newlywed In
the play, Hedda is portrayed as a strong
woman who is dissatisfied with her boring
life. She married Jorgen because she was
at an age to be a wife; she didn't love him
and was unhappy with him.
Hedda was easily bored and only
her late father's pistols provide amusement; so she decides to seek to change
and manipulate the lives of the people
that surround her causing tragic, shockng, devastating, and awful events. She
occupied her time by snooping into the
personal life of Mrs. Thea Elvsted. In their
childhood days, Hedda was openly cruel
to Thea. She once threatened to rip out

the girl's hair.
Ejlert Lovoborg was the tutor of Mrs.
Thea Elvsted children and Hedda sees
him and falls in love with him. When
Lovoborg reveals to Hedda his love for
her, she refuses because of what people
may say and says cruel words to him
makng him start drinking again.
Lovoborg plans to commit suicide and
Hedda encourages him to do so, and to
help Lovoborg commit suicide she gives
him one of her father's pistols. Lovoborg
commits suicide and Hedda did not care
for the love of her life to die because she
though Mrs. Thea Elvsted and Lovoborg
had interest for each other, which wasn't
true, Judge Brack, interested in Hedda,
knew that Lovoborg died by Heddas pistol. He blackmails her and if she wanted to
save herself from public scandal, she will
have to do whatever he told her, Hedda
Gabler promptly shoots herself in the
temple.
It was a very intense play and profoundly interesting to what will happen in
the end. The audience was satisfied with
the play and performances in Hedda Gabler, Megan Chock, freshman, mentions,
"I loved the play, it was a very interesting
story and the performers did a great job!"
Hedda Gabler was a fascinating play that
captured the viewers' attention.

ers spea- :c,

By: Andreina Zepeda
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After All These Yeam
ing moment to see who won.
hIttler college homecomThe game continued and the
ng game was filled with
football game was exciting it
magic and school spirit. The
was a close game and the Pofootball stands was a sea
ets gave it their all but it was a
of purple and gold. Alumni,
heartbreak they lost by a point
student and family members
gathered in the stands cheering however they were still cheering
and flaunting their poet pride.
on the Poets football team as
Whittier homecoming is
they competed against Clarean amazing tradition that units
mont McKenna College.
students and further binds us
During the half time
into the poet the poet family as
show alumni that where in athletic sports showed their school Freshmen Natalie Halvorsen
spirit by being in an alumni
stated Nt was so much fun, I
parade. Following the Alumni
will never forget that moment
were the current sport athletes I officially felt connected to the
that walked on the field in their
college.
Football isn't the only
showing off their poet pride and
major event during Homecomspirit. The homecoming court
ing. There are various activilined up against the football
field during half time. The senior ties for alumni to attend during
court was given a box and
the weekend. Some activities
inside the box were balloons,
include brunches and get to
the person with a gold balloon
spend time with their friends
was the winner. It was an excit- that they attended college with,

W

Ian Homecoming
"It's humbling having
older lonians with
us; it makes us
realize that being
part of a society
is being a part of
something so much
bigger than yourself.
My favorite moment
of homecoming
was hearing the
alumnae share their
favorite memories as lonians.
Ifs incredible to
hear stories from
•
decades ago, even as far beck as 1948 and see how even though so much has changed
the core ides of our sisterhood have remained just as strong and just as important to each
one of us."
-Semhal Tadesse '13
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Sachsen siblings, Johi
LaPoint, Gabriela Olav
rieta, Tanya McQueen
and Krysta Anerson p
during their set up fort
Homecoming get toge
They set up before the
alumni siblings arrive ai
have a family bonding

"It was a special event
because I got to meet
women who had pled
out society over the ye
and they were all so ar
ing." - Vanessa Gonza
14

'The best moment of
at homecoming is had
the realization that the
bond of sisterhood do
just include '-".' sisters
Whittier cc' e curreni
Includes e ' :ne that
pledged sr.c the beg
ning" - Aex Brain '14

y: the Sachsen Society
o Sacbsc
c.:ocorate homecc' g with plethora of their brothers and
sis:ers Some of who they havebt seen in years

ilian Society hosted a booth where stuoents ano alumni can come and vsit
a chance to win some prizes

Johnny Poet, our glorious mascot, poses with one of the College's oldest landmark, the rock The
rock welcomed many of the alum and who were given the chance to sign the rock The women in
the dominant photo at the center of the page have said they have always wanted to paint the rock
and have felt they were finally given the chance to do so, even if they simply wrote their names
0
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Fest
ports Fest was a weekend filled with
excitement and adventure that united
students, faculty, and staff. The events
they participated in challenged their mind
and physical ability through friendly competition. The sports feat theme was"Don't
Stop 'til you get Enough, which captures
the fun and upbeat spirit of the event.
Four different teams represented
Whittier College students in Sports Fest.
Three of the teams (StoJo, WaTurBall
& WHaC) represented the different on
campus dorms, and one team represented the off-campus and Kaplan-Aspect
students (Off-Spect). Each team had to
wear team shirts while participating in the
events.
There was a wide variety of
competitions whicn included events
that donated to charities. Competitors
focused their energy to collect toys, hold
a blood drive and held a Penny war. The
Penny war is an activity where students
donate pennies in front of the Cl to raise
money for a local charity. This was a fun
event where individuals would bring pillow
cases of change and put them in cartons
designated with a team name. The game
worked by students adding money other

S

Left: Ring toss was one of the many
games that were played during SportsFest. Due to the ran, many of the events
were held in Club 88,
Right: Cameron Greene and his fellow
teammates play leap frog in Club 88.
One of the reasons why there are teams
during this event is to build up relationships and trust with one another.
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than pennies to opposing teams jars so
their points would be reduced.
On the final day of Sports Feat,
all of the outside activities were cancelled
and moved into Club 88. Inside the Club,
the new contests were Twister and Limbo
games. The final Sports Feat events were
the Angry Birds and Tug of War.
Tiffany Bogue, the Area Coordinator of Harris and Wanberg describes
her favorite Sports Fast activity, "This year
we made an Angry Birds obstacle course,
it was fantastic! We played outside in the
rain and people lunged different sized balls
across the courtyard from a large, homemade slingshot to knock down the boxes
which had pig faces on them. Even in the
rain, there was so much enthusiasm and
excitement. It was simply awesome,"
The tug of war event was also
fun because it was sprinkfing and the
ground was muddy and the groups
where slipping and fell in the mud. These
events were the most memorable events
for students because the teams worked
together in the rain to overcome each
obstacle. Sports Fest was once again a
great success that unified the Poet community.

Senim Lynne Saladin, shows off her sktls in
SportsFest As a Residential Advisor it nighly
'ecommended to be apart of such event.

-o rainy SpodsFest day, one of the games
us-,C tflC Campus - Couard where they made a slingshot and
oiayed a real life version of Angry Birds. No birds were harmed during this
event

Limbo nn get challenging when the bar is lowered LoCietnes
to go: :ough you have to glide a little bit. When it comes to competing,
students can get a bit out of hand.

Joete Novarro was in cna:ge Ci :ne gen -. - ars outside of
)pus Inn. In order to grab students attention to the game,
N was stationed outside during dinner so students can take
r and what was going on with a bunch of coins out on the

Sophcnoros .
....on ,\CCCfl and Joroan Loou .,-,on. together
with their fellow classmates in a little game called Twister. It's challenging when multiple people are playing which is why the communication and trust card comes into play. One of the reasons Whittier
hosts events like these are to bring the College community together
and form a Poetic fam:ly.
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MLK

By; And reina Zepeda

he Office of Residential Life proudly
presented the annual Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. celebration on January I 6th, 2012.
The theme of this year's celebration was
"Character, self-determination, attitude and
service" all of which Martin Luther King Jr.
was
The celebration was hosted by David
Martin and Thiestone Collymore, they did
a great job throughout the ceremony. The
reception was held in the Campus Center
with accompany of the lovely music of Sax
4 God and let's not forget the delicious
food! The Army JROTC made the honor of
marching the audience to Club 88; where
the event was held,
It was a very inspirational day, multiple
speeches were said from Adrian Gonzales,
future city council member of Whittier, and
alumni and present students of Whittier
College like Stephanie Shinn, Ryan Richard,
Valerie Williams, and Davia Lamey. Their
speeches were extremely inspiring and they
all fit the theme very well with their strong
character, self- detemination, attitude and
the service they have given to our community.
Lords Bryon Scott gave the Martin Luther King speech of "I Have a Dream" and
it was really realistic. Also Lady Kallia Wade
gave the Jamaican Expression Identity
speech that captured the hearts of many.

Not only did the celebration present
speeches and dramatizations, :here was
also entertainment and very good to say
the least. There were performances by
the Whittier College Dance Team dancing to hip-hop. Another dance learn that
performed was the Expressions Dance
Ministry by the Zoe Christian Fellowship
They performed twice and both times were
extraordinary, specially the last performance
that closed the show; it made the audience
want to get up and dance!
Brownie Sibrian, the Creative Arts professor entertained his audience by dancing
to the moving and inspirational words of
Michael Jackson's songs, which were, to
mention a few, 'Black or White', 'We are the
World' and others.
A dance solo was performed by
Shamarra Scott, a student from Azusa
Pacific, her solo was impressive, and she
gave a lot of emotion into it and made the
audience feel her passion for dance.
Danilo Lozano, an award winner and a
Professor of Music also came and played
the flute for the audience. It was very different because he started to beat box while
playing the flute, very cool! Not only was
there dancing and musicians, tnere was
also singers like The Spirit & Truth Ministries
with lead singer Michael Hilley, and also
Marjane Johnson a guest soloist

How was MLK?
'This year's MLK celebration was one of the best
Whittier College has seen.There were performances
ranging from dance, poetry, song, and instruments. It
was great to see Club 88 packed and so energized
to come together and ceebrate such an important
day. The energy in the room was amazing and I'm
positive that everyone who attended had an amazing
night!"

- Davina

0
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Williams'13

The Jazz band creates a great she during the MLK vibe, making everyone feel at home

Adrian Gonzalez, senior, gives be speech and announces that be is running
for City Council of Wnittier.

help to keep everyone entertained and help expand
fun environment.
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Parade
hTher College student
athletess President Sharon
Herzberger as she was the
grand marshal for the 58th annual Whittier Christmas parade.
Their was over 200 student
athletes representing all 21 collegiate programs, The students
were walking down Greenleaf in
their sports attire and matching
Santa and reindeer hats They
were singing Christmas carols
and cheering. Freshmen Bobbi-Marie Mendoza said "being
in the parade was an amazing
experience, I am a Whittier girl,
born and raised here I am so
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glad that my school was apart
of this traction and is bonding
with the community
Being apart of Whittier
Colleges community and the
city community itself is special
to Bobbi because she feels
like the place where she's getting a higher education is also
being involved in the city she
has always known. "Being able
to see the sports team and
the President in the Christmas
parade was amazing because
you can clearly see how involved the College's community
is with the Whittier community.

The Lce S em S Dive Team pose for the camera before the Christmas Parade
starts, Its a jolly :ime

Our Poet girls Lacrosse team wearing their lovely Santa and elf hats.

ty-ae

Swim & Dive Team memccrs pose iiitn uonnflJ Poet at the Parade.

Our beautiful softball ladies oosing together during the Christmas parade
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BOTTOM LEFT: Hugo Guzman works for KPoetradio where he Djs and
plays music for the campus.
BOTTOM: Nick Dante and Joshua DeHets are peer mentors where they
help first-year students t'sition into college.

ABOVE: Celina Adame is the Head Copy Editor at the
Quaker Campus newspaper. As a copy editor, she must edit
the copies from every article that is submitted to the CC.
LEFT: Storm Kpfoanyi works for Poet Entertainment where she
helps put on events for the student body.
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he transition from high school to college
is a drastic change causing stress and
anxiety, but Whither College offers many
ways to help students succeed academically and socially,
Whittier has many courses on
campus that offers students the experience of a lifetime The learning does not
just stay in the classroom, but it travels
with the students when they explore the
outside world because Whittier challenges
them to take what they learned in the
classroom and apply it to their environment.

Ruffo(BM Acaldowndbe
By: Yadira Gutierrez
The transition from high school
The Cultural Center and Leadership Experience and Programs
to college is a drastic change
(LEAP) office help students with
causing stress and anxiety, but
any struggles and encourage
Whittier College offers many ways
them to get more involved in
to help students succeed acaclubs to build a healthier social
demically and socially.
life, Mauro Munguia states, "The
The Center of Academic
Cultural Center is a great place to
Advising Service (CAAS) provides
be because people are friendly,
students with a place to study,
and the space makes me feel like
homework help, tutoring and
home",
advice regarding college life, Filip
Krisia Rocha also says, "Being
Dajkovich says, 'I enjoyed going to
in the cultural center allows me to
CAAS for tutoring even if I did not
need it because the tutors were
meet new people from different
always helpful and they encourage cultures,"
me to exceed my expectations.
In overall, these departments
are extremely helpful and their
College itself can be very
mission is to empower all Whittier
stressful but there are many ways
in which a person can achieve
College students to become suctheir goals if they set their minds to cessful, self-directed, and collaborative life-long learners,
it, "CAAS is a great place to start
for any academic help because
they have a tutor for almost every
subject and if they don't have any
they will find one" says Jazmin
Romero,
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Senior, Marco Leone, reads while in CAAS in or:c

:2

oo'cenrate a lot better.

in Aksad does homework and studies For many students especially
ruters, CAAS is a place to do homework a between classes

Ck'AS, may be a good place to do homework and oe productive, but it is
aso a good piace to rest and have a break from classes Naps are key in
order to get all the work done that is needed.
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Matthew Grant Anson - Copenhagen, Denmark
n Thursday, September 15th, a
solid month into my study abroad
experience H Copenhagen, I was still
a bit homesick, more than a little lonely
and I needed to have three possible
Danes chosen to serve as my subject
for the semester for my Photojournalism
class the next day, I had none, What
didn't know when walking up that cold
morning (well, cold to my Southern CalL
fornia born and bred bones) was that
this seemingly ordinary Thursday was
going to dramatically impact the following three months of my time in Copenhagen and beyond.
Rather than spend the rest of the
day and evening aimlessly wandering the streets looking for someone
to be my photographic soul-mate for
the semester, I decided that a mental
health day was in order and I needed
some live music. If I didn't find a photo
subject, then whatever I was going to
see a show no matter what. The show
I had in mind was of a Swedish postmetal band that was playing at a place
called Ungdomshuset in a Copenhagen
neighborhood called Nørrebro. I had
tentative plans with a friend to come
along, but she of course bailed at the
last minute and I ended up roughing it
and just going on my own.
It was at Ungdomshuset that I found
an underground DIY music scene I had
desperately searched for, a group of
Danish friends, and a photojournalism
subject all at once. It was an accepting place where it didn't matter that I
didn't have a septum piercing. In short,
its where I found my Copenhagen life.
I had chatted with the drummer of an
opening band called Ajuna while at
the show, and after going through the
photos I took of their intense, grindy
black metal, I realized one of them
could be my photo subject. After doing
some Facebook stalking in search of
the band, the vocalist, Anders, agreed
to the project. He and the other members quickly developed into some of
my closest friends in Copenhagen, and
with them I saw a countless number of
ocal and international bands in venues
all over the city. It was at one of these
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shows that I met a photographer that
was also heavily involved in the Danish
music scene, and he turned me on to
rockfreaks,net, a music website I then
began writing reviews and taking photos
for.
The things I witnessed in Copenhagen were like nothing I've ever seen in
the US, or will ever see. I saw a show
in a hot, cramped rehearsal room of
a Norwegian hardcore band with so
much energy that the shirtless drummer
picked up his hi-hat cymbal stand and
slammed it repeatedly into the crash
cymbal in the middle of a song until the
drum set fell apart. I watched the vocalist from a Danish black metal band at
Ungdomshuset open beer bottles with
his teeth like it was nothing. I saw the
bassist from a hardcore band punch
himself in the face repeatedly between
songs until his face bled. I saw a black
metal band play a set by the light of only
a few kerosene lanterns. I had stagedivers jump over me, moshers slam into
me, and I took photos of it all.
Sometimes I think back to what my
life would have been like had I not taken
Photojournalism, or if I'd decided going
to a show alone would be too lonely or
embarrassing. I would have never been
forced to go out on a limb and engage
with people an ocean away from me.
If I hadn't started talking to the drummer of Ajuna, would I have ever gotten
as involved as I did within the scene?
Would I have ever started contributing to
rockfreaks,net? Would I have ever broken through with a group of Danes and
passed the threshold of handshakes to
hugs once I made it into the inner circle?
Probably not, Studying abroad
helped teach me that things are left to
chance, but at the same time you must
create the chances yourself. That day
in September was truly a turning point
for me.., it was the day that saw me
find my Photojournalism subject and
my closest Danish friends, it was the
day that lead up to me contributing to a
Danish music website - it was the day
that made my study abroad experience
some of the best four months of my life.

Jordan Vega - Liverpool, England
at beautiful green trees covered the
streets with long rolling hills of colorful flowers and leaves. Cars drove on the
left side of the road with red telephone
booths at every corner. A constant cover
of clouds would occasionally let a few
streak of sunlight threw and the land of the
Beatles would glow with history I studied
at Liverpool Hope Unkierstty during the
fat semester of my Junior year and was
amazed at bow gorgeous, luscious and
lively the city of Liverpool was. The dorming complex that I lived in was coined the
"Harry Hotter Dorms" giving me the impression that I was at Hogwarts.
Once I spoke to my first native of
Liverpool, I suddenly realized that I wasn't
in sunny Los Angeles any more. The
natives of Liverpool have a very distinct
accent known as "the scouser accent"
which encompassed a combination of the
Hrftish accent and the Irish accent. It was
unbetevaby hard to understand, I caught
myself smiling and nodding to Scousers
when they talked to me because I had no
idea what they were saying. Nevertheless,
as time progressed I began to become
"scouse-a-fide."
quicky learned that taxi's and buses
were the main source traveling around
the city and that very few people owned
a car. The dollar was the replaced with
the pound and cents were replaced with
pence Instead of looking to President
Obama for leadership I looked to the
Queen. French Fries were replaced with
"chips' chips with "crisps bathrooms
with "toilets and drunk with "pissed.'
Friends were known as "mates" and "lads,"
and consequently girls were "birds, "Ay

mate yer gon gent pisst tenight, was a
phrase I heard all too often on weekend
nights. A popular hangout amongst the
students was the local pub, "The Brookehouse" where students hung out and
enjoyed some drinks before heading out to
concert square. Concert square was the
place to be throughout the week where
clubs neighbored each like shops in an
American shopping mall.
I was also given the amazing opportunity to run on the Track and Field team for
the Liverpool Harriers as well as try out for
the futbol team of Liverpool Hope University. I became heavily involved with the LOST
society at Liverpool Hope and helped establish the first partnership with other LOST
communities connected to the school.
Our partnership granted us a second
place standing at the NUS (National Union
of Students) Conference in Birmingham for
International Communications.
During my three month stay in Liverpool, I took the liberty of traveling to
Amsterdam, Brussels, Belfast, Whales,
London, Birmingham, and Bradford. I
created life long friends, or "mates, during
my semester abroad and I grew just as
close with my flat mates as I have done
with my fraternity brothers of the William
Penn Society. They treated me as an
equal amongst them and showed me the
"Do's and Dont's" of Liverpool. This trip
was more than a dream, it was a once
in a lifetime opportunity that felt like I was
transferred to an alternate reality where
I was given a chance to enhance my
educational experience and gain a cultural
outlook on I fe. I will forever call Liverpool
my home away from home.
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Christina Gunning - Belfast, Northern Ireland

Photo Provided By: Pristina Gunning

Once the decision was made thougl
eryone seemed to know something abou
Zealand, I started hearing about sheep anc
of the Rings and I began to form a picture
head of what this country was.
But nothing could really have prepare
for the incredible beauty of New Zealand. It
of those few places that produce a true ft
nature. I lived in Wellington in a cute littli
bedroom flat with one rather surly Kiwi an
terribly messy boys and technically I was 1k
a city. But to look out the window of my
was like looking out into the rainforest. It se
like a place where dinosaurs would just
charging out and half the time, I expected
King Kong trundling up my street.
I saw everything from massive snowce
mountains to picturesque wine country,
glaciers to black sand beaches. I saw bul
mud pits and geysers, penguins and tua
rode in a plastic hamster ball down a hill,
tubed through glowworm caves, rode a Cl
waterfall, completed a 7-hour tramping e>
tion and even fell of a mountain bike.
I was studying New Zealand Literature, Chil(
t the beginning of last school year, I settled on
Writing and Biodiversity. But I was learning to
studying abroad H Belfast, Northern Ireland
my arms around life and nature and really live
H the United Kingdom. But H January of 2011
change. It sounds cheesy now, looking bad
suddenly decided that I wanted a full year of study
that's what happened. I learned that nothing
abroad So I walked into Katie Hunters office and
interesting happens in your dorm room starinç
sort of fell into a semester at Victoria University of
computer screen and that people aren't goi
Wellington in New Zealand, I scrambled my papercome roust you from your routine. I had to g
work together to make that March deadline and
and
make myself an adventure. And it was an
started researching a country that I knew next to
some
adventure.
nothing about.
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Ginger Man eske - Milan, Italy
-always knew that I had wanted to
abroad, but it was a decision of what
semester and which environment
wanted to be in, Being a music major, the
program itself is pretty much demanding throughout the full tour year course at
Whittier, so it was hard for me to find a
semester where I could take one of their
classes abroad. In finding a program that
could help me with the Orchestration
class that I needed, Katie Hunter found a
great program in Milan, Italy. The director,
Roberto Andreoni, helped out tremendously and tailored my needs in creating
that same course as a directed studies
course through one of the professors at
another nearby music school. Italy was
one of my first choices in abroad locations
and it was perfect.
I did not know what to expect when
first going abroad, but I was very open to
finally being on my own and learning about
a different culture. I felt Milan was the best
choice for me. I lived in a different environment with different mind sets, different

people and ideas, and it was beneficial
to my growth as an independent college
student. Italy's history is centered around
great musicians and filmmakers who have
been major influences across the globe.
To be in a country proud of its history and
culture made it all the more inspirational in
bow history can be preserved, especially
through music. I became more inspired
and interested in the music and film fields
through my courses, and I rediscovered
my passion for these fields.
I immediately tell in love with the culture
and the people while abroad. I was very
much welcomed into the program and by
most of the residents I lived around. My
roommates and I, who lived in an apartment with, grew very close throughout the
semester and it was nice experiencing
Milan together. Being able to travel by myself to other cities and London helped me
grow as a young adult. I realized that I may
want to go to graduate school abroad or
one day, live in Italy. Every student should
consider going abroad,

Photo Provided By Ginger Maneske

K/mi Welch - London, England
for
abroad in the Fail of
V reasons, but the main reason
o live completely on my own
n Whittier my entire ife and goroad was going to give me the
lence of living on my own while
g to travel the world. 00Kg
d, for me, meant experiencing a
nt culture and seeing the sights
e dreamt about since I was
er.
'hen I was abroad I experienced
It was like to go to a larger
sity, as well as how to use the
transportation, which included
ry confusing London Tube. Not
id I learn about myself as a pernd grow in ways I couldn't ever
ne, I learned so much more
the English culture
ved in a flat on campus with 6
UK residents (5 from England
I from Scotland). I was also able
ke friends not only with my flat
s but also with people from NorGermany, and Austria! I became

part of the Christian Union and Psychology society at Goldsmiths where
I socialized and integrated myself with
students at the university.
When I was abroad I had a blast
going to the local pubs, dance clubs,
historical sites, but it really made me
appreciate everything that I had back
at home. The best part of being
abroad, besides the nightlife, was
experiencing it with friends that would
come to visit you. When my friends
visited, I realized how much I knew
about the city and the culture and I
was eager to tell them every detail.
Overall, I loved my abroad experience and I wouldn't trade it for the
world. There isn't a day where I don't
think about my abroad experience
and I am currently trying to go to grad
school in London so I can feel at
home again,
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Faculty
Biology Department
David Bourgaize, Erica Fradinger, He
Valenzuela, Sylvia Vetrone, David Mb
Cheryl Swift
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Chemistry Departmer

(210)

111

Priscilla Bell, Charles Reeg, Amy Vol,
Ralph lsovitsch

Child Development & Educa
BACK: Anne Sebane, Shannon Sta
ton, Kay Sanders, Judith Wagner, D
Bremne
MIDDLE: Kathleen Ralph, Holly Lop
Catherine George
FRONT: Linda Brenman, Ivannia Sol
Hinman, Kathe Robbs, Aiddee Tellez
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Economics Department
Chuck Lame and Greg Womrol

Modern Languages
BACK: George DaRoza, Gustavo Geiroma, Mariano Zaro
MIDDLE: Julio Enhquez, Debra Ecmemoff,
Doreen O'Connor-Gomez
FRONT: Marie-Magdememne ChmroL
Horng-M Lee

Music Department
Stephen Cook, Teresa LeVee, Danny
Lozano, Russell Litchfield, David Muller
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Philosophy Departmer
Paul KjeMberg, David Hunt

Physics Department
Damien Martin, Glenn Ricer, Hanna
Nguyen, Seamus Lagan

Psychology Departmer
Lorl Camparo, Crristina Scot- Joanr
Hash-Converse, Ayesha Shaikh, Kar
,
Redwine, Chuck Hill
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litical Science Department
Bergerson, Eric Lindgren, Michael
ride, Deborah Nordan, John Neu

I

ciaI Work Department

9

Tina Yates and Paula Sheridan

Theatre Department
K: Norman Luker, Gregory
vez, Jennifer Homes, John Bak
)NT: Brian Reed, Rich Cheatham,
ne Cadman, Katherine Nigh, Hz
atch
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Business
Daniel Duran, Chuck Lame, Mauren
Nerio, Jeffrey Decker, Baokim Comem

Cultural Center
Luz Maria Galbreath, Joy Hoffman

Dean of Students
(
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Andre Coleman, Francis Romo,
Jeannie Ortiz

WEINGART

Financial Aid

HALL

Mayra Galeana, Anthony GaMaran,
David Carnivale, Julie Aldama,
Justin Jimenez

Human Resources
Monique Soto, Adam Kaplan,
Martiza Magallanes, Stephanie
Hernandez

Presj(/,11 Q[iice

Dean Of Faij/,1

President's Office

OH

Kristen Wiberg, Irene Gallardo,
Sharon Herzberger
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Faculty & Staff
rK

Dr.t of the '€h®I®gyópahment
Mktnight Bekb st
®unitjdents

Director of Residential Life, Delaphine Hudson,
speaks to incoming freshmen about how to get
invok'ed ncampus

Photo Provided By: WCTheRoc

With the schools new facebook page, WClheRock,
Taylor Ayres won a $100 gift card for simply liking the
page

Tea says goodbye to Neesa at her surprise birthday
party,
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To some students, this is the time for them to say hello to
Whittier, to others it is their goodbyes that they are making.
Whichever greeting is used, there are abundant of activities
that students can attend to create the memories they are
saying hello or goodbye to. Both Fall and Spring are filled with
annual dances and other events that are thrown by the various
clubs and organizations on campus. Some of the traditional
events that are held include Homecoming, Sportsfest, and
Lumies, A few new events popped up on the radar for the
amusement of the fellow Poets, like Dub-Synch that was held
in the fall instead of the spring, Here at College, there are plentiful of options to choose from. The options are endless.
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By: Mauricio Es
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Photo By: Bobbi Mendoza
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Groups
Acropolis Yearbook
Cassie Leyba, Yadira Gutierrez, Andreina Zepeda, Bobbi Mendoza, ar
Mauricio Escobar
Not pictured: Ginger Maneske, No
SaM, ucie Zahradnickova. Daisy U

KPOET Radio
Top: Ernie Rues, Sean Kerr, Rosalie
Atnson
Bottom: Peaches Ulrich, Elyse Shar
Dana Barraco

Media Council
Top: Patrick Norton, Sam Wolfe, NJ
ricio Escobar, Robert Lazak, Sean
Kerr, Glen Peterson, Sean Bahar,
Andrew Swett
Bottom: Veronica Moreno, Katie
Jenkhs-Moses, Elyse Sharp, Cat
Currie, and Daniel Kulick
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Quaker Campus
lop: Jeffrey Wilson, Di, Libman, Justin Dennis, Tyler Butler, Mauricio Escobar, Sean Bahar,
Kirstie McPeek, Shelby Tatomir
Middle: Samantha, Daniel Kulick, Joshua De
Bets, Alyssa Adame, Robin Reyes, Linda Park,
Rachel See, Grace Battista, Katie Jenkns-Moses, Celina Adame
Bottom: Rachel Trask, Kaitlyn Baldwin, Joseph
Marlitt, Drue Graham, Ryan Inouye, Joe Evans,
Emily Baeza

0GW
Top: Leandro Fefer, Mark Alvarez,
Russel Nghswonger, Scott Margbtta,
Jordan Robledo
Bottom: Bree Cam panero, Alexandra
Sanchez, Katlin Cassidy, Kathryn Harrold, Hzbeth Hernandez, Chelsea Speer
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Photo By: BobbiMendoza

III

ABOVE: Junior, Ryan Inouye, and Sophomore, Shelby Tatomir,
both copy edit and look over articles that come in from the writers They need to make sure it's up to their standards
RIGHT: Editor-in-Chief, Katie Jenkns-Moses reads throug
every article that comes in and makes sure it is printable, he,
night is not over until every staff member is done and sent in
their final producr
BOTTOM: TOP: Video Production Studios help organize am:
eke the Campus Movie Fest function well during it's time
Whittie-
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Photo By: Bobbi Mendoza
TOP: The Quaker Campus newspaper has its weeky production nights
on v\/ednesday. Wednesdays, to the CC, means long hours in the office,
typing, editing, designing, writing, and the list goes on.
LEFT: Hugo Guzman does his weekly radio show at KPoetRadio.com
oet Hosts radio shows every single day with a student di

LEFT: QCTVS Production Manager, Alexandra
Sanchez visited the Sacramento, CA to cover
and bring back a story to the Whittier campus
BELOW: Acropolis yearbooks Editor-in-Chief,
Mauricic Escobar, Managing Editor, Ginger
Maneske, and staffer, Amber Crozco spent a
week long bcot camp at Pepperdine University
to bring back ideas for the upcoming book
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Acropolis Yearbook
Cassie Leyba, Yadira Gutierrez, AndreHa Zepeda, Bobbi Mendoza, an(
Mauhcb Escobar
Not pictured: Ginger Maneske, Noah
SaM, Lucie Zahradniokova, Daisy Uri
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Agricultural Club
Hannah Whitehunst, Melissa Davidsc
Erik Rempen, Duncan Ketet MicheME
Kpatnick, Hannah Cool!, and John
Hawkridge

Anime Club
Jeff Wilson, Rdwan Aksad, Sam Wolfe, Will Hunter, Pa
Barna, Allison Hays, Hannah Smith, and Odin Moms
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Asian Student Association
Ernie Reus, Monica Garcia, Darren Monzano,
Ponchita Chiayakam, and Lauren Ho

Associated Students of
Whittier College Senate
Top: Brian Yarra, Robert Lazak, Tyler Zickel,
Duncan Ketel, Erik Rempen
Middle: Richard Rios, Daniel Cordova, Jessica
Underwood, Michael Raygoza, Magali Gutierrez, Stephanie Sm'th, Stephanie Shinn, Krystal
Anderson, Matthew Costa, Ginna DiRierro, Lea
Betsworth, Rachael Bickert, Ben See, Chris
Pot
Bottom: Danielle Richards, Tori Esquer, Stephanie Alcala, Elizabeth Cook, Emilie Bleechman,
Smhal Tadesse, Jenna Ririe

Business Entrepreneur
Leadership (BEL)
Tbp Row Wiles a::no:, Larroc Carregha, Lyric Clubb,
Alyssa Tantillo, Richie Hoover
Second Row Lucie Zahradnickova,JasperAlbright, Melissa
Campos
Third Row Joseph De La Torre, Adil Khan, Adryanna Retez
Fourth Row: Michale Iberra, Nazir AFt, Jenna Ririe, Vick
Merccado
Fifth Row. Jacob De La Torre, Liliana Serylo, Heidi Koeger,
Lea Retsworth
eonom Row: Dr. Coleman, Susan Orona, and Brenda
Gonzalez
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Black Student Union
BACK: Ituala Cameron, Megan Teachworth, Fred Grady, Will Gallo
FRONT: Jordan Robedo, Kimmi Gray, Christina Smith

Dance Team
BACK: nathan Grubb, Cameron Greene, Andrew Tedo
FRONT: rttany Swearingen and delta Alonso

Forensics Team
BACK: James Loft, Jonathan Rena, Khzia Roacha,
Evan Godfrey, Megan Wessel, Professor Eric Lindgra,
Acadia Larsen, and Claudio Vdosola
FRONT: Anthony Akkaws, Stephanie Shinw, Katlia
Wade, Lea Betsworth, Joshua Magana, and Adrian
Gonzales

Halo Halo (Filipino Club)
BACK: Key Tranm Beatrice De Los Santos, Garin
Taga, Jordan Robledo, Storm Kploanyt Dara Belam
no, Bree Campanero, Julie Mauk
FRONT: Kevin Johnson, Fred Grady, and Darren
Manzano
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Improv
ACK: Cameron Greene, Christian Mohn, Amy Palmer, Erik Escobar, HgGuzman
FRONT: Jacque Waldman, Megan Connell and Roy Pobleto

Jewish Student Union
Rachael Bickert, Tyler Zbket Ben See

KPOET Radio
BACK: Ernie Rues, Sean Kerr, Rosalie Atkinson
DINT Reaches Ulrich, Elyse Sharp, Dana Barraco

M.E.Ch.A
BACK: Yadira Gutierrez, Daisy Uribe, Claribel Sobrio,
Cassandra Leyba, Sara Berber, Mauro Munguia,
Mirta Ortiz, Frida Soria
FRONT: Jose Gutierrez, Lorena Ruiz, Denise Martinez, Stephanie Dagnino, Jessica Martin, Brenda
Zambrano, Rebecca Raya, Irma Rivera
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Math Club
Matt Costa, Eddie Barragan, Acadia Larsen, Austin
Nicassio, Ace White, Sean Srtribley, Angelica Gonzalez, Dara Belarmino, Liam McAloon, Stephanie Angus,'
and Crystal Lam -

Media Council
Top: Patrick Norton, Sam Wolfe, Mauricio Escobar
Robert Lazak, Sean Kerr, Glen Peterson, Sean Ba
Andrew Swett
Bottom: Veronica Moreno, Katie Jenkins-Moses, E
Sharp, Cat Currie, and Daniel Kulick

OMEP
Denise Martinez, Valerie Chavez, Vivian Tiet, Allison
Desfor, Kallia Wade, Angela St Pierre, Lindsey Logan,
Chelsea Stun, Leah Bunch, Alyssa Barrios, Lucie
Zahradnickova, Shavontae Simpson, Ituala Cameron,
Brianne Kamaladin, Alyse Gutierrez, Joannarae Ibanez,
Leslie Kuhen, Jessica Ochoa, Judith Wagner, Kathleen Pompey, Valerie Martinez

Phi Epsilon Kappa
TOP: David Diaz, Adolfo Santos, Tyler Bogart, Chni
Jenks, Anthony Bennett, Collin Wingly, Kevin Hartgc
Bo Rodriguez
MIDDLE: Libby Montgomery, Matthew Lane, Nina
Raspa, Zachary Tnites, Dr, Hickey
BOTTOM: Anna Edwards, Keimi Lew, Monique
Machiz, Jennifer Rivas-huillen, Morgan Oliver, Madis
Martinet, Allie Nicholson
0
0
0

0
0
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Psychology Club
TOP: Trevor Van Dyke, Trevor Wegman, Tyler Greenup, Robert
Lazak, Silvester Lopez, and Samantha Woehi
SECOND: Amanda Ramos, Hollie Almeria, Michelle Kilpatrick,
and Rater Moriarty
THIRD: Angels Minas-Masihi and Mariela Flares
BOTTOM: Lynne Saladin

QCTV
TOP:Leandro Peter, Mark Alvarez, Russel Nighswonger, Scott Margioffa Jordan Robledo
BOTTOM: Bree Campanero, Alexandra Sanchez,
Kaitlin Cassidy, Kathryn Harrold, Lizbeth Hernandez,
Chelsea Speer

Quaker Campus
TOP: Jeffrey Wilson, Dr. Libman, Justin Dennis, Tyler Butler,
'lauricio Escobar, Sean Bahar, Krstie McReek, Shelby Tatomir
MIDDLE: Samantha, Daniel Kulick, Joshua De Bets, Alyssa
dame, Robin Reyes, Linda Park, Rachel See, Grace Battista,
Katie Jenkins-Moses, Celina Adame
OTTOM: Rachel Trask, Kaitlyn Baldwin, Joseph Maitt, Drue
Graham, Ryan Inouye, Joe Evans, Emily Baeza

Raising Awareness for the
Environment
TOP: Manuel Hermosillo, Vanessa Gonzales, Amber
Orozco, Maurido Escobar, Mohamed Paal
BOTTOM: Ivette Alonso and Emily Baeza

0

0
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Republican Club

Rugby Club

RACK: Coach Shane McEwan, Joey Vami, Eric Miter, David Renuelos, Jon
Keena, Connor CLearly, Nathan Blake, Jacob Sanchez, Robed Granado,
Jesse Cox, Oscar Castillo, Bryce Williams, Kevin Landucci, Jeremy Yates,
Ryan Richards, Coach George Johnston
FRONT: Tom Flores, Allen Feldman, Gabriel Estrada, Channing Frankhn, Richard HopKns, Christian Prinns, John O'Malley, Brandon Acid, David Vargas

0
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Spanish Club

TOBGLAD
Top: Ace White Jessica Littlefield, Kyle Knyon,
Tony Cochran, Darren Manzano
Bottom: Halley Cook, Garrin Toga, and
Jonathan Jimenez

Video Productions Studio
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he 9 active societies on campus for the year
hosted many events that kept the student body
pleased. This year, each society held their New
Member Education in the spring term where they
welcomed their new members. While throwing
events was a big part of the societies repertoire,
community service and giving back to the Whittier campus is a piece that is overlooked by the
student body. Many societies walked for AIDS,
fed the homeless, and even participated in Heal
the Bay. While annual events were hosted like the
Athenian dance BlAckout or even the Sachsen
festival, Psychedelic Circus, each society worked
hard giving back to the community and kept their
noses' in the books.
Each society may have a stereotype, but
so does everything else in the world. The societies on campus are very diverse and unique in their
own way, and each offer something different to the
student body. Society members not only have fun
and study during the year, but many of them hold
leadership positions throughout the campus.

N ANS
"Individually Unique, Together Complete,' The members of Th
lonin Society pride themselves on sisterhood, giving back t
The community building leadership, and promoting The indivii
loniãns celebrate Their differences and work together as a vvi
The purpose of The society shall be to make the loni'an Soci
ideas-simplicity of taste, strength of character, and graceful I
ing We work to promote bonds of sisterhood within The soc
host and particiate in community service events, and host
social events on campus for members of our community"

The Ionian Society was founded in 7948 on the
premise of charity, sisterhood and individuality,
Throughout The years they have continued their
traditions by expressing Their ideas through activities such as community service, fundraising, social
events and sisterhood, Each member bnngs
strength, diversity, and enthusiasm to The society

Photo Provided By: Emily Satcido

MEMBERS
Jenae Da\As
Nii Han
Sarah Mannes
Diana Hua
Chelsea Pomfret
Semhal Tadesse
Shannon Atkins
Diane Leroy
Emily Salcido
Claire Moock
Da'Aa Lamey
Vanessa Gonzales
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Alexandra Brain
Sabrina Viramontes
mmi Gray
Amanda Garcia
Bobbi Mendoza
Jasmine Nutt
Candida Toribio
Liz Collins
Sandra Krollos
Jonae Varela
Denise Martinez
Brittany Swearingen

bôo.Povidëd B : Ionian Soc
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WHAT'S A SACHSENf.,

Photo ByF Mauricio E

Photo Provided By: Irene Keogh

Photo Provided By: Gabriela Olavarrieta

MEMBERS:
Alana Cloud
Colleen Daly
EI:zabeth Fisk
James Loft
Deyla Curtis
Brendan Murphy
Nick Delgado
Danelia Lopez
Cody Reese
Paula Gras

Amber Orozco
Irene Keogh
Casey Connorton
Tanya McQeen
Ginger Maneske
Ashley Medina
John LaPoint
Jessica Miller
Nicole Gonzalez
Gabriela Olavarrieta
Sylvia Burn

Krystal Anderson
Mauricio Escobar
Sean Golightly
Dylan Zukowsk
Jennifer Portillo
Aaron Silva
Amy Palmer
Miranda Eastman
Neville Robateau
Ben Thompson
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Photo Provided By: Fabiola Barrera

As the oldest female society, they pride themselves on traditic
but always adapt to the world around them. In 192 1, a grou
of women founded a literary society for the purpose of achiev
the highest standards of American womanhood. They took a:
their role model and namesake, Alice Freeman Palmer, an ou
standing American woman. They became a social crganizatic
in 1928 and have developed many fun traditions since that tir
Palmers promote a spidt of friendship and sisterhood through
relationships with people they meet, Being a Palmer member
means many things, one of which is belonging to an organize
tion that does not define a person, but rather allows that pers
to define the organization.

Photo Provided By: Fabiola Barrera

MEMBERS:
Wendy Barrios,
Imelda Castro,
Ponchita Chaiyakam,
Rebecca Cruces,
Lizeth Felix,
Sarah Kator,
Melissa Lam,
Nancy Mercado,

2.

•

Noelle Navarro,
Mirta Ortiz,
Maria Rzana,
Samantha Quintanar,
Krizia Roche,
Kenya Sanchez,
Hannah Schaffer,
Cstian Sepukieda,
Elizabeth Tran,

Kallia Wade,
Cayn Werderman,
Sttyer Bergman,
Gabhela, Gutierrez,
Jessica Pazo,
Eka Perez,
Adriana Vllalobos,
Dannea Crespo

•.'
Photo Provided
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FRANKLINS

Photo Provided By: Roy Poblete

e Franklin Society, founded in 1921, was the earliest Whittier College male
iety. The society began as a literary society that based itself on virtues by Benin Franklin; the society of young men and faculty decided to honor an American
o rather than Greek fetters. Throughout its history', the Sons of Ben boast a
nguished roll of member including academics, public servants, successful
ihess owners, and even a president of Whittier College. The purpose of the
iety is to perpetuate lifelong fdendshis by developing well-rounded character in
nembers, and encouraging self-expression, leadership, individuality, and above
a successful brotherhood."

Photo Provided By: Franklin Society

Photo Provided By: Franklin Society

MEMBERS:
Ricardo Rntones
Even Godfrey
James Krull
Kofi Labi
Fabian Moreno
Edgar Gomez

Luis Amaya
Wyatt Bradley
Roy Pobtete
Phil Lehrer
Eric Pluntz
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"Chance made us sisters, hearts made us friends"

The Thalians pride themselves in their diversity
They feel They are still unique individuals that share
a common bond of sisterhood and fdendshi.
They believe their sisters wil always be there for
each other, and that no words can communicate
the bond between Thallan sisters.

Hollie ,jmea
Victoria Alvarez
Bhumi Asher
Emily Baeza
Danika Baptista
Lea Betsworth
Rachel Bickert
Gina-Made DiPierro
Catherine Gwinnup
Crystal Gutierrez
Korilne Holigeman
Lauren Ho
Whitney Hoisten
Elizabeth Jimenez
TaliaKrebs-Oppen-

r7
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neimer
Selorm Klon4
Brittaney Leon
Jessica Litchfield
Sharon Maldonado
Christina Martinez
Melanie Molinaro
Claudia Munoz
Julieanna Pinto
Daisha Richards
Jenna Ririe
Nicole Romo
Nicole Rotchschild
Monica Sandoval
Averey Schiermeyer

Lliana Ser4o
Elyse Sharp
Courtney Smith
Christina Smith
Janet Sojka
Chelsea Speer
Megan Teachworth
Claire Thomas
Amanda Turner
Ley Ung
Rebecca VaidMa
Bianca Vinci
Kimbey Welch
Davina Williams
Valee Wililiams

IIENNS

"Strength through diversity."

VWIIiam Penn Society, founded in 1934, is comprised
en that espouse the values of open-mindedness and
ect, gentlemen that embrace the world around them
strive to become active parti'ciants in the betterment
)ciety as a whole, William Penn Quaker values of
us tolerance and liberty laid the foundation for the sothat we see today, with members hailing from many
-ent background and ways of life, members that unify
ie creation of a strong brotherhood,

MEMBERS:
Blake Ulves
Ernie Reus
Ben See
Fred Grady
Jose Malagon
GarrH Taga
Wllama Sanchez
George Malhbt
Darren Manzano
Ace White
Eric Miller
Andrew Jimenez

Photo Provided By: Wiliama Sanchez

Joseph Gabriel
Sean Stbley
Stephen Fernandez
Robert Oliver
Carlos Garcia
Miles Kubota
Matthew Manzano
Mason Peacock
Chris Polsi
David Raygoza
Michael Raygoza
Brandon Rista

0
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Jordan Robledo
Jon Alioto
Andew Anda
Rashad Butler
Greg Carlson
Antoine Dearmon
Jacob De La Terre
Carl Holland
Kevin Johnson
Sebastian Latting
Stefan Munoz
Diego Romero
Noah Salvi
•,
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Athenian Society

"The Ladies of the Athenian Society are a distihguished group of women whose purpose is to enrich
and develop the personalities and characteristics of
its members through scholarship, close social relationships, and community service. Members are involved in a wide array of activities on and off campus
and share the common strong bond of sisterhood."

MEMBERS:
Adhanna Game
Adhana Cerna
Alexandra Sanchez
Alyssa Adame
Alyssa Cahllo
Amber Gonzalez
Aurora Gomez
Bianca Mitchell
Bree Campanero
Bhttnie Vargas
Chelsea Irha
Clarissa Burquez
Emilie Blechman
-.
_c
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Emma Marchio
Erin Eulberg
Jamie Hernandez
Jessica Underwood
Jocelyn Jauregui
Jordan Hidalgo
Julie Mauk
Kaitlin Cassidy
Katherine Van Allen
Kaylyn Rhea
Lauren Velasquez
Magali Gutierrez
Marissa Meyer

Maryrose Vigorita
Meagan Dominguez
Monica Garcia
Monica Trejo
Rachael James
Rio Millspaugh
Sabrina Ortiz
Samantha Estrella
Stephanie Rameriez
Victoria Esquer
Viviana Gomez

0RT OGON1 A NS
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Orthogoni'an Society was founded in 7929
?ichard Nixon and Albert Upton, The society
founded upon ideals inc/udihg always giving
percent and never gi\/ihg up. They have
tinually produced student and athletic leaders
a college community Their tradition of excele has and will continue to be the backbone
ie society. Orthogonians belong to a society
sd on brotherhood that lasts a lifetime.
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MEMBERS:
Jonathan Palomino
Patrick Sweigart
Josh Callahan
Daniel Cordova
Angel Gonzalez
Jacob Welch
William Hougan

Max Daahut
Tho Alvarez
Humberto Jasso
Mauro Manguia

Kevin Reustle
Julian Garcia
Mark Alvarez
Ever Rincon

•
Provided By: Patrick Sweigart
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For over 75 years, the Lancers
been issuing the same call to b
erhood that was voiced by Dr I
in Detroit 1963, The same loyal
integrity and honor have been
ent in every member of the soc
The Lancers have always provic
an opportunity for Whittier men
their social, cultural, and acader
agendas, as well as career goa

Photo By: Christian Baron

MEMBERS:
Adam Wobsen
Kevin Mandila
Tyler Zickel
Andrew Km
Jack Steif
Paton Marshall
Manuel Cruz
Gabriel Alvarez
Keaton Hardwick
Ryan Richardson
Domenico Rinaldi

0
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Max Baron
Gabriel Lane
Carlos Duran-Velasco
Grant Robinson
Pedro Perez
Marco Leone
1AJex Coyle
James Chowdry
Adam Lubeliner
Matt Lane
Jack Sancfiund

oM
Lancer Society HomeO

- - Ab.—O.—
Sachsens host a bake sale, called the Snachsen Bake
outside the library during finals week, sporting one of
traditional tables. Decorated brownies are a must!

The Lancers hosted their tradition annual dance, Mona Kai.
After one full year of not being a society, Mona Kai was a huge
success for the Poet student body.

Photo Provided By: Orthogonian Society

Thalian Society performs in the fall activity, Dub-Sync,
w activity for the societies that represents something
sr to Spring Sing,

The Orthogonians and the Athenians hosted an event together
in the fall, OtopiA. Poets enjoyed this dance very much, as it
helped to relieve stress from studying.

Photo Provided By: Ionian Society

Ionian bociety hosts tneir annual iaii event, IlOw. 1-ull of
i colors and glow sticks, the society helped Poets get
ly for a night of fun.

I he Penns hosted their annual
Penntronic dance, giving Poets a great
night out.
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rom football to men's tennis, and women's
tennis to softball, our Poets possess a real love
•
for their game and an overwhelming pride to be
a part of the talented sports teams here at Whittier College. Some of them have expressed a love
for more than one game and excelled in a few of
the diffeent sports teams here at this wonderful college, and some have shown a love for only
one sport. Either way, our sporty Poets have had
an exciting year full of great games, matches, and
amazing team building experiences that bonded
them together like a family. As a whole, they strived
to play the best they could and gave their 110%
on the field to overcome the opposing schools that
try their hardest to win at their favorite game. Our
proud Poets never gave up, they always kept their
heads high and pushed on towards victory. There
was no stopping Whittier College's Poets, they
have been a force to be reckoned with all year, and
while some of them graduate and we gain new
sporty Poets, will continue to be strong-willed and
fighting. Well, fellow Poets, here is to our admirable
teams and an excellent year in sports!

Man'sT
hat a great year for the
men's tennis team! Winning
home games like Wabash College
9-0 or the win over Vassar 7-2,
which made the players ecstatic
because of their loss in 2011
The tennis team ranked 17 in
the national rankngs for Div. Ill
for the first time in many years.
This year has been full of braking records from many different
sports including the tennis team.
In addition, the tennis team ranked
7 in the West Regional Rankings.
Extremely impressive rankings from
these team players. Junior tennis
player Julian Seneviratne, senior
Eathcio Carregha and sophomore
Chris Schommer all received the
All-SCIAC recognition. All this was

W

possible with the help of their
coaches: David Bojalad (director
of tennis), Lance Franey, Katie
Bell, and Jusitn DeLong assistant
coaches. For example, Julian
Seneviratne was honored on 1st
Team All- Conference and also
Patriclo Carregha led the poets to
a 12-7 record. All these players
have been working and practicing
hours to get these impressive skills
that land them recognitions and
record breaking scores, These
players are inspirational because
they are very passionate for something they love, wich is tennis. Not
many people follow their passion,
but these tennis players did and
are being honored and recognized
for it.

Tennis is a way of life for many of the players on the team.

(I)
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BELOW: The tennis team has made
the Whither Campus very proud with their
accomplishments over the year.

Concentration is key when pIa4ng tennis. It is said in many sports, but it is the truth when
people sa4ng keep your eye on the ball, "Keeping your eye on the ball is very essential because
in one blink of the eye, the ball can be missed.

•
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nergetic, hardworkng, and dedicated These three words can be
used to describe this year's women's
tennis team. The team has worked
hard during the past semester and with
time has positively developed. Sure
they may not have started strong, but
these young ladies proved that with
time nothing is impossible. Their difficult practices allowed them to reach
their full potential. For instance, after a
morning practice these young ladies
were given a speed workout. In other
occasion they had to "sprint in the gym
with the men's tennis team," stated
Maryrose Ngorita.
After a semester of hard work,
several of these young ladies have
greatly improved. Among them include
Bree Campanero, Callie Mitchell, and
Katie Davidson, Chloe Dredge, one
of their team mates believes that by
constantly attending practice, "Callie Mitchell and Katie Davidson have
improved their skIl and focus" This year
Cal Lutheran proved themselves one of
the Women's Tennis team most difficult
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opponents. However, the Women's
Tennis Team aimed on trying with their
full potential and learning from their mistakes. For example, "Cloe Dredge has
stepped up her game and is playing
amazing," state both Maryrose Ngorita
and Liliana Serylo.
The Women in the Tennis
team has had several different inspirations. Among them include family
members, and coaches. For some
their parents helped them develop
their love for the sport while others
gained it through their sibling's motivation. While some began playing during
at a very young age, others were not
exposed to the sport until high school.
Cloe Dredge explains how she first
became introduced to the sport, "My
primary school invited me to play at the
local junior tennis club and presented
me with a scholarship." Whoever their
inspiration may be, these young ladies
have shown that a little inspiration goes
a long way.

Spotlight
Senior, Rachel Aelion-Moss came from Wisconsin
and chose to attend Whittier because or its size and
location, Rachel is majoring in Business and minoring
in Spanish.

Senior, Kady Oliker, is majoring in English and Creative Writing. Which is one of the reasons why she
chose to attend Whittier, PJso, since she is close to
home.
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Photo by: To

ABOVE: Rosemary Vigonta focuses on the ball that is coming her
way so she knows when to swing it back to her oqponent
LEFT: Venior, Rosemary Vgorita, hits the ball to score a Qolnt for the
Doets team
BOTTOM LEFT: Sophomore, Diana Septic, works hard on the court
to shine on the team,

V
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The golf team posing at the country club
where their practises are held

0

By: Yadira Gutierrez S Andreina Zepeda

Jie? Part? Better a whole in one!
hittier College Golf Team this
n made countless memories in
ayoffs. The team accomplished
ous wins, such as when they
tusly won first place in the Whittational An impressive overall
of 293 Another impressive
From the golf team was getting
ice in the SCIAC with an overall
of 308 and tying fourth place in
IAC with a score of 295 with
ids. All the hard work and hours
rtice paid off.
drew Moreno-Hunt states, "I
my iron play would be my weakmd my strengths would be my
but I like to make sure that I am
xed as possible before a tourna1

ment because that is when I play my
best. The dedication of these golfers
demonstrates a true proud Poet, 'Fea
the Poet" golfer!
Picky Macias states, "Some of
my favorite memories are practicing with the team and ou coaches,
because we have all become very
close throughout the years and I'm sad
to watch our five seniors leave us this
year.
The challenging colleges had to
be cautious of the Poets because the
golf team made a big jump going from
No. 35 to No. 24 in the division three
rankings. To most of these gofers it
has been one of the most memorable
experiences.

Our Poet golfer nears to get a different perspective of
where he shot his ball

The Golf Team
Mark Alvarez
Doug Kennedy
Ryan Ktabayashi
Doug Lawson
Matt Hotta-Butterworth

Ricky Macias
Andrew Moreno-Hunt
Grant Robinson
Vince Rodriguez

Thank you for all your hard work!! You guys are all great!! We
cannot wait to see what you guys next golf season.

Photo By: wcpom
photo of our golf team and of
the coach J the team.
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man's ra
and
rack and Field is a sport that
consists of more than twenty
events. Sure it may not be like
other sports where one does not
rely on others to win a specific
event, but it still requires a team effort to obtain victory, A few words
that describe this years track
and field team includes committed, diverse, and proactive. The
Men's Track and Field team may
have had a rough middle season;
however with time they improved
and demonstrated that anything is
possible with hard work, With the
help of their coaches and difficult
workout, the men's team moved
forward. One of the most difficult
practices this year for the distance
runners included a "tempo run
up Colima; all the way up," states
Scott Margiotta.
While each team
member has a different reason for

Fii

joining the team, they all push for
the same outcome; to become
a superior athlete, For example,
Kimble Tillman joined in hope of
becoming "a better athlete, staying
in shape, and getting faster for
football. These young men demonstrated commitment to the team
and proved to be self-motivated.
After hours of difficult workouts,
the team positively progressed.
Among those who improved were
Brandon Wilcox and Kimble Tillman, These young men "stayed
committed and consistently
improved throughout the year,"
explained Steele Frey,

RIGHT: Oft they go! Poet athlete is in the
zone as he is concentrating on his stride while
he is trying do his personal best in the 100
meter dash

Photo . ourtesy of Whittier College Ath

LEFT: Pcer arhlete posing with President
Herzbmger

BELOW: Filled with excitment Alex
Junggsten cheers i happy ness as he
scores first in his event.

Courtesy of Whittier College Athletics

PhtCourtesy of Whittier College Athletics
TOP LEFT: Punner josh Ehinger is soaring over
:eeje cnase
TOP: Senior Eva Aguilar broke away from the
group and is in the lead for the steeple chase
LEFT: . :hiftier College senior Brandon Wilcox
snows off his strenth while doing shotput. Did
you know the weight for a men shotput ball is 16
pouncs.
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By: Daisy Uribe
Proactive, diligent, and dedicated.
These three words can be used to describe
Whittier College's current Track and Field
team. These young ladies have proven that
with hard work and perseverance, anything is possible. During the past semester,
they practiced early in the morning and
still found time to complete all their school
work. Throughout practice and track
meets, these women pushed themselves
beyond their limits and with time positively
progressed. Lupe Ulloa are one of the few
young women who greatly improved with
time while here at Whittier.
"They were focused, dedicated,
and hardworking throughout the entire
season. They showed that hard work pays
off," stated Nicole Martins-Boyte and Sofia
Garcia.
For most runners, there has
always been someone who motivated
them to compete in track and field events.
Jessica Serrano, junior, asserts, "Coach
Sharp, my high school coach's dad has
really motivated me to run. I have learned a
lot from them and have become the runner
I am today throucih their awesome coach-

ing." In the case of the Whittier College
Track and Field team, coaches have had
a great influence on the decisions of these
ladies. Whether it was a coach from middle
school or college, coaches have been there
to encourage these women to reach their
full potential. However, coaches are not the
only support given to these ladies.
Eva Aguilar, senior, states, "My
mom and dad continue to motivate me
to never settle for anything but my best."
Family also plays an important part in their
support system.
Just like previous years, La Verne
University demonstrated to be one of the
Women's Track team biggest rivals. However, with the help of their coaches, this
year's Track and Field began the season
strong and managed to build upon their
strengths. For instance, one of the many
Track and Field women known as Christine Verduzco, junior, successfully broke
the 10k record this year. A record that had
been around for several years proved to be
within her grasp with the help of her supportive coaches.

Eva Aguilar- is a senior and she does the steeple
chase section in track and field. She's local to the
Whittier area. She's originally from .Jhambra, California.
.

I

TOP: ..avetn throw can be a very difficult section in track and field
because it takes a good amer in order to do well.
LEFT::Whhfier athlete shows off her NCAA award. One of the many
groud moments of an athlete's he.
BOTTOM LEFT: Dacus takes strength and concentration to do well.

Below: The Poet player gets the bat away
from his opponent.

Right: Ryan Rock, junior, blocks the goal as his
opponent tries to score a point for his team.

Photo by: Noah Salviaj
Above: Our Poet player Picky Deneen, freshman attempts to score a goal for the Poe: team
Top Right: Tyler Nollette, freshman, successfully
ocks The other team opponent from passing
the ball.
Bottom Right: ric Bonander, junior, passes
the call to he teammate in an effort so score
another point.
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Waterpolo
By: Yadra Gutierrez

up one another to build confiWhen the whistle blows,
dence and to remind each other
the time to swim and time for
that they are a team ,The men's
challenge begins The tension
water polo team are trained
to score a goal while swimming
under coach Justin
may seem like a piece of cake,
Pudwill, who encourages them
but when the water moves and
to go above and beyond regular
people are aiming for victory
training, making these competinothing makes water polo any
easier, In water polo, these men tive players bring out the best in
them.
are striving for success, but in
Water polo is an intensely
order to get there they train day
aggressive sport, so fouls are
and night to make sure everyvery common and result In a
thing is pushed to its extreme
free throw, "The fouls are intense
limits,
Due to the lack of pool, Rob- when it comes to the games
bie Loakes, freshman, states, "It because the player cannot
shoot at the goal unless beyond
was a difficult season because
the pool was being constructed the five meter line," quotes Eric
Bonander, junior,
and It was stressful to be going
Swimming looks really easy
to a faraway pool for practices',
but when the pressure is on,
No matter what It takes the
everyone counts on each other
players go out and play a fair
game with each player cheering to make the goal

s Poet player fights for
call as the other team
Iries to get a hold of it

Right: One of ou fellow lady poets tosses the
bat to another teem member.
Below: The coach runs through a few plays
before the women team gets in the water

Above: ur Poet player attempts to score a goal for the Poet team
Top Right: cam member of the water polo team tries to capture the bat
from the opposite side so they can get the chance of scoring for the Poet
side.
Bottom Right: Defending the opposite team is a difficult task while in the
wa:er, but blocking them is what needs to be done in order to get a winning
team
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By: Yadira Gutierrez

When the whistle blows,
the time to swim and time for
challenge begins. The tension
to score a goal while swimming
may seem like a piece of cake,
but when the water moves and
people are aiming for victory
nothing makes water polo any
easier. In water polo, these men
are striving for success, but in
order to get there they train day
and night to make sure everything is pushed to its extreme
limits,
Due to the lack of pool, Robbie Loakes, freshman, states, "It
was a difficult season because
the pool was being constructed
and it was stressful to be going
to a faraway pool for practices.
No matter what it takes the
players go out and play a fair
game with each player cheering

up one another to build confidence and to remind each other
that they are a team The men's
water polo team are trained
under coach Justin
Pudwill, who encourages them
to go above and beyond regular
training, making these competitive players bring out the best in
them,
Water polo is an intensely
aggressive sport, so fouls are
very common and result in a
free throw, "The fouls are intense
when it comes to the games
because the player cannot
shoot at the goal unless beyond
the five meter line," quotes Eric
Bonander, junior.
Swimming looks really easy
but when the pressure is on,
everyone counts on each other
to make the goal.

Poet Women Water Polo Team
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lose games are what the VVomens Basketball Team had to
face this year, and no doubt it was
challenging with competition striking
headed for them. Freshman Dannika
Navales- Lugtu quotes "Being 52
has created a major challenge in me
because everyone always judged
me on my height, but I have worked
on every skill possible to make up for
my difference." Nothing has stop the
team from working hard and having
a greater connection amongst them.
Teamwork helped them overcome all
the rough times during this season.
The women's basketball team practice daily to improve their skills and
music helps them get pumped up to
keep a positive mind-set. Keimi Lew
quotes "I listen to R8.B and eat candy
because it was kind of my thing to
always eat candy before games,

C
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Mich was usually hispersed among
the rest of the team." It is admirable
to see the women's basketball team
be self-motivated whether is for family, the team or simply self-fulfillment.
They are all boundless girls that
make such an extreme impact on
each other's career and they hope to
have the same effect on themselves.
Senior Keimi Lew also states "being my last season in the basketball
has been the biggest motivational
factor that was fulfilled, and I hope
I am leaving knowing that I did well
in providing the team with anything
that would be able to help them in
the future." In the end the team has
demonstrate outstanding efforts for
their team and it is mostly all about
the experience and the opportunity
to have played as a team here at
Whittier.

Spotlight
Sophomore, Bianca Mitchell, is majoring in Biology
and minoring in Chemistry, She is from Dallas Texas
and moved to Whittier to play basketball and attend
college.

Senior keimi Lew is the guard on the team. She's
majoring in Psychological Approaches to Physical
Rehabilitation through the Whittier Scholars program.
She came to Whittier College becasue it is close to
here she's from, West Covina, California.

Sports.

LEFT: Dannft<a Navales-Lugtu throws the baske:bat over her opponent in order to make the basket so they can score some points.
BOTTOM LEFT: Emma Teyechea attempts to catch the ball while
her opponents try to block her from both behind and front. The opposite team try to gain the ball before Emma gets to it.
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Men's Bask*)tball
By: Yadira Gutierre.
hooting hoops and communication as a team defines the true
Men's basketball Team. These men
practice 7 days a week and their daily
routines consist of class, workouts,
lunch, practice, and study hail to
conclude each evening. It takes efforts and sacrifices to perform every
single game.
Freshmen, Drew Menes, quotes,
"The challenge this year was working as hard as we could towards our
team goals, even when things got
tough or we were injured."
As a team everyone had to collaborate and have the passion to be
self-motivated and be positive. It may
seem easy to make a three pointer,
a dunk, a lay-up, or simply passing
the ball, but these are the keys that
lead to accomplishment in a team,
and are at times hard to maintain
throughout the game. Under the
guidelines of coach Rock Carter, the
team worked together to motivate
each other to be the best players
and teammates they could be, Men's

S

Basketball team along with all sports
proves an outstanding commi:ment
to the team and to school.
Paul Davis states, "Being a member of the basketball team is truly
time-consuming and prioritized but I
enjoy winning for my brothers, family,
and God because you are playing
your heart out for people you know
genuinely care.'
They do not give up and practice
together to take on whatever it takes
to reach their goals. Senior Greg
Preer quotes, "The tempo changed
this year compared to last year but I
can leave saying that as a team we
worked together and even when we
struggled to but in we played great
and made history"
Since most of the players this
year were seniors they really threw
everything we had into the season
and even though they did not reach
their ultimate goal they had a great
memorable senior year, as a team.

Junior, Jordan Ramos, awaits for the
referee to pass the basketball to get the
game started again.

Basketball is a way of life for many of the
playem Everyday they work at iimproving
their sktls and attitude.

Poet basketball players end their game
with excitement. Win or lose, they know
they put their all into the game.

Photo b vat, . tierrez
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Basketball takes a lot at time and dedication. Student athletes do not just play their sport. It
takes a lot of work and time to be a student athlete. They do not just play their sport, but they
go to class and have to take their time to get good grades, some even have other responsibilities outside of school, but it does not stop them form participating in their sport.
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Bottom: Sophomore Lindsey Ksb has
qayeo 2 1 matches at Whittier College anc
with each match she becomes wiser and
figures out which strategies work for her.

Right: 'Nhile the ball is in the air, it is important to

r,~oec focus in order to locate the ball and swing it
properly to the other side of the net.

Top: One of the must needed sklls in Volleyball is the ability to jump in the air blissfully. At times,
first year Katie Heard needs to think quick and jump in order to hit the ball and make the other
team miss the shot
Top Right: Having a firm stance is also important during matches, junior Alessandra Rios concentrates and awaits for the ball to get closer to gain a point for hell fellow Poet ladies, The firmer a
player s:ands the harder the ball will go to the opponent.
Right: Junior Alessandra Rios attempts to pass the ball back to the opponent with the hopes
the opposite time missing the ball.

Vo syno a
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oing for the kill; set, jump, spike!
The volleyball team had a very
interesting season full of excitement,
dedication, hardships and especially
a lot of team work. With Coach Au
Oliver supporting and encouraging the
team, the girls made a great effort to
become the winning team and make
Whittier students be proud to be a
Poet. Coach Oliver wasn't the only
one encouraging the girls, also assistant coaches Jennifer Espinoza, Tori
Grafeman, and Vicky Larios motivated
the girls to be both competitive and
passionate. Throughout the season
the girls made sure that no defeat
was unbearable especially because of
many past triumphs and recognitions.
One of the most memorable winnings
was the game against the University of
La Verne, the leopards, for the first time
since 1998. It was the best game of
the season for Vollyeball players.
In the post-season games, sophomore Alayna Rigo collected 1st Team
All-SCIAC Honors in the Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. Rigo collected 184 digs and 34

G

kaurta Gutierrez

service aces in the back row. Also junior volleyball player Alyssa Sialaris was
named for the 2nd team collecting 32
blocks including seven solo and 25 assisted in the front row. These were very
impressive scores that led the Whittier's
volleyball team into the SCIAC Post
Season. All the girls worked extremely
hard to make it a memorable season,
not only did they work hard they also
had fun doing it which is what sports is
all about. No matter if the team lost or
won both home and opposing teams
showed how passionate they are playing their favorite sport, volleyballl The
devotion and dedication the girls put
into their game made them the winners in both wins and losses. By the
end of each gamed played, the girls
each congratulated the opposing team
showing how prideful Whittier College
is. With the help of everyone involved
with the team, and the dedication
of the girls, the 2011 volleyball team
turned out to be very impressive.

Tossing the ball over the net is very tricky in the
sense that a player needs to outsmart the opponent. The opponent neeas to either be slower
than the player or outsmarted so they can miss
the ball This year, the volleyball team had a queasy season, but were still able to pull it together to
come out strong as a team Even if games were
lost, they were still a team in the end
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Dodging for the

Down

agreed that this team's bond was
ram the first day of practice,
newly formed because the team was
which started before the tall
young. There were plenty of new
semester began, the Poet football
members who joined the team which
team worked hard to prepare for the
made it difficult for them to progress
season Some of their time during
together because they were all barely
practice consisted of drills, running
plays, and meetings dealing with the meeting
The team's biggest challenge
progress of the team as a whole, In
was the fact that it was so young.
order to dominate on the field, the
However, they overcame this chalteam had to give it their all, which
each and everyone did, during prac- lenge through encouraging words
from each other and by hanging out
tices and games. Without working
outside of practices and games.
together they would not be able to
function. Bonding on and off the field Working as a team is what made this
year's football team strong competiis key for a successful team.
tors. Even though, Whittier did not
The season brought joy,
laughter and friendships between the win every game, they still gave their
teammate, 'The team was more of a competition a run for their money
family rather than the traditional sense with some games ending with a
point away from a victory.
of a regular team," junior Idean Vandi
said Many of the team members

What keeps you focused while on the field?

The passion to vin and do well keeps me motkated
and focused on the field. Also, not wanting to let my
fellow o-linemen and team down so we can have a
successful game.

-Eric Colunga, Class of 2012

What motivates me to keep doing is playing for
everything i represent. I realize when im on the field
rn not playing for just myself but for my team,family,
community, and friends thats what motivates me.

-Cardell Turner Class of 2014
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Photo by: Noah Salvi
Sophomore, Donell Griffin Jr. dodges the opponent
in order to score a point for Whittier, Many think it is
hard enough to run across the field to get the football
to the goalpost, but it is tougher than it seems Not
only do they have to run the ball, but also block and
jump over each person from the other team that
comes their way.
After makng a touch down, not only the players but
the crowd goes wild and the intensity of the crowd
transfers to the players and makes them jump with
excitement The feld is filled with glee from each
teammate which helps the enthusiasm build to help
make another touchdown win for the Poets

Quarterback and sophomore, Chris Lopez's job
for the team is to lead them to a winning game
Announcing which plays will be used for the game
and keeping the team in line are all apart of his job
responsibilities as the quarterback. The quarterback
is also the one on the team who has the most control
of them all.

Junior, Thomas Cluass, gets ready to
prepare to swim

The men's swim and dive team prepares
and works at what they do. Early mornings
and dedication is what it takes for the Poets
to be awesome.

Many hours are sacrificed for the swim
and dive team These students swim
because they love it, but they do love
having free time as well However, they
spent their free time in order to prepare
for swim meet
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eady for a big splasrt in me nevv
pool at Whittier Ocilege? The boys
swimming and diving team were, The
boys were excited to use the new pool
because it was big enough for practice
and to freely swim. Most importantly
was that the team got to have home
meets and the support of their friends
and family. This is the first year the
swimmers had a winning record and
placed more people in finals.
The team placed 4 overall in
SCIAC, pretty great year for the team.
The bonding experience for the team
was intense because they did insanity
every morning for dry land work. That
is serious bondingl Record breaking
news is senior diver Tyler Aisner who
broke the Whittier College 1 meter diving record this season. It was originally

R

heid since 1983 by alumnus George
Wislon, Aisner obliterated the 482.55
score Wilson posted, with a 410.25
score of his own. Aisner now holds all
four diving records at Whittier College.
Many swimmers received
the All-SCIAC recognition making
Whittier College proud. These players received many recognitions and
honors for their hard work and talented
skills. Junior swimmer Thomas Clauss
mentions that swimming is natural and
comfortable and no pressure is added
because that is what he likes to do
as of most of the players. Overall the
year was good for the swimmers and
diver and are now preparing for next
year, ready to break more records and
receive more awards. Fear the Poetsl

Many of the swimmers
have done mat1y wet this
oast season we would
like to congratulate
the swimmers on their
success!
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Women"s Swim

and D We
["

his years swim season started
off with a bang as they got their
new pool. The entire team was
really excited to start swimming in
the new pool, they waited a long
time to practice and compete in a
home meet. Swimmers started off
the new year On our first day back
from winter vacation the pool was
there waiting for us says sophomore Melanie Peel We all wanted
to touch the water at the same
time so all of the swimmers lined
up to the edge of the pool and
jumped in simultaneously.
was on New Years Eve
and we had a few fun sets and
then just enjoyed finally having a
pool. The Poets have been waiting
over two years for the facility and
to finally have it completed felt like
a dream come true. Swimmers
had to sacrifice sleep and hosting home meets for while the pool
was being constructed. For their

Swimming the freesh4e
stroke takes a lot of concentration. The swimmers constanty practice
in orcer to improve their
swim times
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first meet back the parents and
coaches hosted a potluck for the
team to help celebrate, the new
facility.
Having the facility encouraged the team to be motivated
to show everyone what could be
done in our own pool. The women
made a splash by setting 10 new
school records and placing 6 in
SCIACS. This season was filled
with wonderful memories, We all
pushed each other and ensured
we gave each practice and meet
our all. The team also bonded b
hanging out outside of practice and
meets as well, including going to
different school events on campus
as a team. Senior Lindsey Soderstrom It was without a doubt the
best team to finish off my college
experience with.

Swimmers pracnce everyday to work on
perfecting their times so they are able to
compete wet in the swim meets.

Whittier College swimmer is cheering her
teammates on at the ode of the pool,
1..,biie keeping warm by wearing em coCa

Photo Provided By: Cassie Leyba
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Photo Piovided By: Swim Team
The score board is an important tool, it
tells swimmers the events and when they
compete, it also reveals the swim results
Diving is an important part of the compete
tion it allows swimmers to smoothly enter
the water, so they are able to have a bead
start in the competition.
Name is eager to dive into the water and
win first place for Whittier.
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Men's Soccer

By: Bobbi Mendoza

Soccer is played with technique,
love and passion. It is an intense sport
that not only requires players to be
physically and mentally fit, but so they
can out smart their opponent. The
soccer team worked hard during their
drills, which helped them, improve
their foot work, agility, and speed.
Through intense practices, they lifted
each other up with encouraging
words and motivational phrases.
Sophomore George Montalvo
stated, "We wanted the best for one
another and pushed each other to be
our best."
The teams bond was strong on
and off the field. When not playing,
soccer, they went to dances, pep
rallies, ate together and attended
various sporting events. A memorable
highlight of the season is when poet
Jonathan Palomino scored the game
winning goal against Cal Lutheran.
The crowd was cheering and the
players were making Indian noises
and singing the Whittier cheer during
their cool down, "We could not have

been happier," Freshman William 0'
Malley.
The team worked hard to overcome obstacles by keeping their
composure and reminding one
another to do it for the teammate
standing next to them. Each player
gave every drop of sweat and blood
needed to push forward.
All of their hard work and effort
paid off because it built the players
endurance and stamina, tools that
helped the team to claim third place
and earn a spot in playoffs, where the
competed and lost against Claremont
McKenna College. Although they lost,
the boys agree that although they lost
makng it to the playoffs was still an
accomplishment. The loss motivates
the team to work hard and it is their
motivation for next year and their off
season training.
Overall, the team worked hard and
made memorable moments. With
commitment, hard work and determination, the soccer team was able to
show their Poet Pride.
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TOP: Agility is important when playing any sport because in order to
score the goal a player needs to be able to run across the field when
the ball is moving back and forth. Sophomore Jamie Manning not
only dodges the other players but has to also do the tasks that other
embers have to help his team succeed
LEFT: .,ttor Ian Cromwell throws the ball back to his teammate to
alp nis teammate score goals This season, the mend soccer team
aid pretty well while they made several wins and had a few losses,

- SportS.1O7.

Below: Sophomore, Lauren Velasquez,
throws the bat from the siceline to one of
her teammates in order to get the chance to
score a goal

Right: The Women's soccer team works together
in order to prevent the other team from stealing
the ball Working together as one is an important
aspect in being in a sports team

Top: Senior, Chelsea Irhas position is foovard
sing one of her main duties is to shoot for a
Top Right: 'adison Shipnerd maybe a first year
s a middlefielder it is mportant that
she is ace to do the job tasks that the defenders
and the fo-warders do With Out the middlefielders
it is difficult to have a functioning team
Right: As the defender, junior Emily Lujan must
do as her position says, defend Alongside her
other teammate, Lujan must defend in order for
another player to get the ball and make the point
for the Poets.
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Soccer

By: Cassandra Leyba

Although this past season was
pretty tough for our women's soccer
team, they were able to grow so much
as a team, During the 2011 season,
they started out with a young team and
suffered the loss a couple of their key
team players, which slightly injured the
team's self-esteem
The Lady Poets were able to
grow much stronger under their new
coaching staff and their ideology during
the season They began to play more
tactically and more physically during
the season and it definitely showed
in their stats, they were able to block
93 goals, made 17 goals, and made
around 175 shots over the course of
the season Way to go Poets!
Poet outside mid-fielder Anna Ed-

wards, senior, says, "My season was
plagued with injury and I did not play as
well as I would like, however, I played
with passion and heart every time I got
on the fielc
It is always great to know that the
players have their head and their heart
in the game, because if they don't
have one or the other, they aren't playing, they are going through the motions. They kept their eyes on the prize
and continued shooting for the goal.
Our Lady Poets are proud enough to
keep their heads up because of how
close they are together. They bonded
through helping each other study for
their classes and the occasional movie
nights.

Even though soccer is at a fast pace
movement, it is important to concentrate
while kckng the ball Sophomore Lauren
Velasquez has to make sure she gets
he ball to her teammate and not to the
opponent.
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ases loaded, runners at
each base, and the batter
nits a homerun, the audience
stands and cheers at the top of
their lungs! This year the baseball
team played at their best winning
aver Redlands, Sagehens, and
Finally a win over Cal Lu. Win or
ose the players kept their positive
attitudes and no negativity was
shown while the players played
their intense games. The players
couldn't have done their impressive work without their coaches
leading their way: Mike Rizzo
(head coach) Alex Cast, Joe
\Jerplancke, and Dan Gleiberman
(assistant coaches). The coaches have done a tremendous job
with the players, for example,
Andrew Vallejo was named the 1
St Team All West Region and 3 rd

P
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Team All American and broke the
school hit record. Another player
who is passionate about baseball
is Junior player Daniel Vidales
who mentions "At this point in
my life the thing that inspires me
and that will push me this year is
knowing that this is the last year
of competitive baseball fm going
to play and I want to end it as
best as I can. The team always
plays at its best and uses each
other's motivations to improve
their strategies. Their bond is
strong like a family and they all
know they got each other's back.
With their so many different personalities practices and games
are never boring. Keep the up
the great work and the many
great memories.

The batter hits the bell to the outfield
in hopes to either make a home run,
or at least make it to a base without
getting out.
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Photo Courtesy of Whittier College AthIei

TOP LEFT: Casey Serna, senior thros the
ball to his team mate while trying to take out
a player
TOP RIGHT: Austin Straus, junior in on the
mound pitching the ball
LEFT Whittier College Poets are waiting in
the dug out for their turn at bat
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Softba
o
he diamond is formed and the game
has begun. The Whittier College softball
team had a great season this year and is
stepping up their game by winning multiple
games and having great attitudes, Occidental 6-1 and 13-3 (impressive right?). Beating
Redlands for the first time in a while made
the players cheerful. No foul ball stops these
girls to keep up with their success because
they are in it to win it. The batters, runners,
and pitchers all work as a team and know
each other's strategy showing how great
a team they are. Pitcher Courtney DeLano
mentions "When I see they make a good
play or have a good hit I know I need to pitch
well for them" she also mentions that "this
year's team bonding was very fun because
the team traveled to the bay and had many
memorable moments that made their bond
stronger". Honors have been awarded for
many of the players for example, outfield
and infield freshman player Emily Shimamoto
was honored SCIA Athlete of the week for

ceing an outstanding player. Also honored
were NiH Mendoza, Janae Townsend,
and Denisse Martinez, they were selected
to be part of he Italian Softball Tour. Whiter
College is proud to be represented by these
wonderful ladies for their hard work and
dedication to the sport they are passionate about. But wait! There is more to honor
these softball players for. These girls have
been a great support for cancer awareness.
They were part of the NFCAs Strikeout Cancer Promotion in order to raise money for
cancer patients. These ladies have been an
inspiration of what it takes to help the community with what they are passionate about.
These girls have been a great support for
cancer awareness. They were part of the
NFCAs Strikeout Cancer Promotion in order
to raise money for cancer patients. These
ladies shave been an inspiration of what it
takes to help the community with what they
are passionate about, softball.

Senior Spotlight
Cindy Loza is a senior who started to
play softball at the age of 13. She is
from Maywood, calif and is majoring in
Psychology and minoring in Philosophy.

Photo By: Tony Leon

Jessica Rosnack is a junior from
Roseville, Calif. Her position on the
team is pitcher.

1t2 'Sports

TOP: Part of the carchehs job is
prevent the runne from hitting home
base.
LEFT: Sophomore, Mickaela Gonzalez, bats and aims for the outfeld so
the Poets can get a running start into
the lead
BOTTOM: Senior, Courtney Grana,
await for the ball to make it her way so
she can throw it to one of her teammates.
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Below: Jacob Arango, sophomore, pushes it to the limit as he nears the finish line.

Right: Hayden Schmidt, along with two other of
his teammates, lead the pack of runners in the
meet

Above: his Poet runner, Joshua Ehinger, freshman, keeps a fast pace with the runner ahead
of him,
Top Right: This Poet runner curves the turn
as he Iries ro keep a taster pace than the pack
behind him,
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Bottom Right: Daniel Brody, freshman,
finishes the race with a perfect time.

Men"s cross (country
By: Yadira Gutierrez

Running is a road to selfawareness and reliance. The
ability to run can help push
oneself to extremes and learn the
harsh reality of the physical and
mental urn tations or coast quietly
down a solitary path watching
the earth spin beneath ones
feet, Cross country is a long journey but for runners it is just what
motivates them and helps them
feel peaceful
Scott Margiotta states,
enjoy the closeness of the team
especially when I am trying to
best my times, because it can
sometimes be a struggle to push
myself, but that is why teammates are there to help each
other along"
To most runners, running is
a way to distract them and keep
them doing something that they

enjoy because it is something
that anyone can do on their own,
and under their own power. No
matter where and what direction,
fast or slow as wanted, fighting the wind or seeking out new
sights just on the strength of
one's feet liberates one's mind
and soul.
Dillon Grandy quotes, "It is a
bit challenging to thinking about
the course too much, but with a
healthy dinner the night before,
a prayer and listening to music
helps because overthinking can
hurt, but my friends and family
motivate me to run the best that
I can".
In the end when it is all
through, exhilarated and exhausted, at least for a moment
everything would seem right.

The cross country team gets together
before their race to gain a little team spirit
and remind themselves to push as hard
they can
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\ A /arm up and run! The Whither
V V CoMege cross-country ladies
of 2012 have been extremely
devoted to this strenuous sport.
Practicing and racing early in the
morning shows the passion these
gins have for this high-speed sport.
Freshman runner Helene
Sparangis mentions how her
teammates are very supportive of
each other and help one another
improve their weak and strong
skills to win more games. She
mentioned, 'My most memorable
moment being in this team was
the race at UC Riverside invitational
because I ran the 5k and got the
support of my teammates which
made me improve my running.
"As told by a teammate, the cross
country team encourage each
other to improve their game. Not
only does this team have a need
for speed, they also have a heart
of gold participating in community
service events. For example, both

women and men cross country
team members participated in
helping the Whittier community.
The team members helped Santa
Clause bring a smile to many
needy kids by doing a toy drive
called Toys for Tots as well as
Breakfast with Santa. This goes
to show how these ladies work
hard to win races as well as to
help their community. Inspiration is
another great part for these gins
success. Junior runner
Sabrina Viramontes mentions how
her family is her inspiration, when
they go see her at the meets she
tries to improve herself to make
them proud. The gins also have
their fun time by doing special
events like secret Santa and many
other enjoyable events that help
them bond even more than they
are. The team has both tough and
exciting moments.

Every team wants to have winners.
The women's cross country team
has had a set of winners, whether
they were in first or third, they are
winners in the eyes of Whittier. Congratulation runners!

Sports

There are times when it gets hectic on the
field There are many women on the field
an it can be confusing while running.

Running is a passion for many students
on campus One of the best ways to fulfill
that passion is to participate on the cross
country team.

There are no regrets when it comes to competing Everyone tries their best, ano hoes what
they can to do in order to succeed. There are times when a runner will feel like they cannot run
anymore, but they keep going oecause they have the mindset of winning. Each of these women,
have dedicated their time in order to make the Whittier College campus proud.
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pace off at the start of each pusher;
I the competitive vibes on the players
rose as they hoped for a winning shot.
This is what the 2012 men's lacrosse
team was all about. The Whittier College Men's lacrosse team has been
a very competitive team throughout
the seasons they played. They have
played amongst colleges like Gordon,
Babson, Swarthmore, Chapman and a
lot more. The team traveled to Texas to
play against Time University and came
back as winners. They took the winning
score of 10-8. A close shot, but the
Whittier College Men's Lacrosse team
ended in success! Their winning strike
did not stop there; they came back
and took another win playing against
Gordon. They ended with an impressive
score of 15-2. It was a piece of cake
for the Whittier College Men's Lacrosse
team. With the help of the head coach,
Brian Kelly, the assistant coaches, Ryan

Kelaher and Jason Rife, and volunteer
assistant coach, Ryan Kirkpatrick, the
lacrosse team achieved many wins
during their season playoffs. What also
helped them prepare for the games
was their teamwork and dedication
to the sport. Their practices and daily
routines were tough, but the players
were dedicated enough to keep moving
forward. Ricky Macias positioned as
defense, freshman, mentioned "Before
a game we all have a pre-game warm
up, we all come to the locker room.
Then Sam or Swett give us a pre game
speech to pump us up. We're very
close and everybody gets a chance to
play." The team members really bonded
with each other, which made being
in the lacrosse team even better and
more fun. He also mentions "We always
strive to have a winning record." The
team always worked at its best.

Senior Spotlight

Leon
LPhoto By: T6 Senior, Sam Russell, is from the United Kngdom
and came to Whittier to play Lacrosse and to major
in Business Administration. Another reason why he
came to Whittier is because he wanted to expehence
a brand new culture. Russell, is one of the midfielders
of the team.
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Ohio native, senior, Andrew Swett is one of the
defense players on the team. Swett chose to do a
self-design major through the Whittier Scholars Program where he combined film studies and business
together. One of the many reasons why he chose to
come to Whittier, was because it was a small liberal
arts college.

TOP: Robert Bazien, Andrew Swett,
McQuade, Head Coach Brian Kelly,
President Herzberger, Sam Russell, Jake
Hawkhdge, and Kevin Looney
LEFT: Seoor,Daniel McQuade, is the
attacker of the team As the attacker, he
must be pock on his feet and be willing to
take a hit in order to score for the team.
BOTTOM: One of the midfielders,
sophomore, Hunter Hal], must be able
to be qock and be up and down he field
when needed
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Sophomore, Dana Barraco is at alumni
game for lacrosse. Showing off how inner
lacrosse worrier.

Photo Courtesy of Women's Lacrosse

ABOVE: Lacrosse player and junior, Carolyn Mukai, poses with her pcture during the
opening of the new Graham Athletic Center
RIGHT: The lacrosse girls work hard an
dedicate their time and effort to do well in
what :hey do. It takes so much time to be
able to do what they do.
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women'slacrosse learn is
re women's
ready to "Kilif' as Mackenzie, a
lacrosse member, mentions, That
is what the players cheer every time
they get out and play; they are ready
to win and take on the gold They
really are a representation of the
"Fear the Poet" s!oganl The women's'
lacrosse team is an extremely
competitive sport that is taken very
serious by the participants. Although
the women's lacrosse team is not a
contact sport the girls get into their
competitive modes and become
extremely rough players. Their head
coach, Staoi Williams, and their
assistant coach, Emily Mukai, have
taught them the skills necessary to
become winners and competitive
players, they work with them both
individually and as a whole.
As the players have mentioned the coaches really know what
they are doing and what they are
talking about, The team is trained to
go out there to win, and even if the
team does not win they are strong
enough to keep their heads up and
try harder the next time they have a

game.
Mackenzie Brown, freshman, mentions "I began playing lacrosse when
I was in 7th grade and it is a lot to
take in at first because the rules are
confusing". Although the tough and
confusing rules are hard to master
at first, the players get barter by the
years and by hours of practice like
Mackenzie who now is playing in the
attacker position for the Whittier College Women's Lacrosse team.
For a college student these
hours are tough to handle, but the
lacrosse team can handle that and
much more since they are ready to,
as they say, "KILL"! What helps the
team keep moving forward is that the
team as a whole works well together.
Lily Baxter positioned in midfield and
low attack, freshman, mentions "My
favorite part about lacrosse is getting
to spend time with my teammates. It
is sort of a win-win. They have won
colleges like Linfreld, Puget Sound,
and other schools. Their first victory
was to Puget Sound scoring 22-11,
very impressive team!

Every year there is an alumni game with the current lacrosse team. The game is meant for fun
and lust to connect with the current students. it
is always good to see current students play the
sport one used to play.
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LEFT: intrarnurs, sports are very popular
One of the sports played this year was
dodge bat
ABOVE: The football team takes a picture
with Johnny Poet during the city's Christmas
parade
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LEFT: Our Cross Country runners
run their hearts Out each time they
have a meet.
ABOVE: The Baseball team
es along their other Poet
sports team during the Christmas
Parade.

"Never let your head hang down. Never give up and sit
down and grieve. Find another way."
-Satchel Paige
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ach individual in the graduating class of 2012
has made an impact on the Whittier community.
Many of the students have participated in various
clubs and organizations on campus. This graduating class holds many leaders who will go off to do
good in the world.
They graduates did not just attend Whittier, gain knowledge, but they also help guide many
of the underclassmen. Without even knowing, a
difference has been made on the Whittier campus. Majority of the changes have to be thanked
by many of the seniors, On behalf of the school,
we know they will all do well in their lives and they
will leave knowing that Whittier College has helped
shape who they have become.
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TOP: Saad Siddiqi performs some
of his originals pieces at the Sachsen
Society's annual Psychedelic Circus."
TOP RIGHT: Tyler Zickel, the previous
ASWC President congradulates the
new president, junior, Duncan Ketel,
ABOVE: Students use the CAAS
lounge to do homework or to get tutoring in a subject that is troubling them
RIGHT: Dean of Students, Jeanne
Oritz gives a speech for Nessa Julian's
departure
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LEFT: jncan Ketel get initiated into ASWC
-res oency by President Herzberger.
ABOVE: Amanda Edwards of RAE promotes
Earth Week by naung a table out in front of the
Campus Inn. She takes sign ups for Heal the
Bay.
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William Beard
Religious Studies

Lea Betsworth
Political Science

Caitlin Bourgaize
Psychology

Velcy Cabral
Child Development

Photo by: Bobbi Mendoza
Being a part of the Lancer Society, Adam Wohisen, Andrew Kim, and Paton
Marshall, have to recruit Whittier students to join their society. Freshmen are
the main focus for many societies since they are new to the school.
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Michele Callaway
Biology

Kaitlin Cassidy
Cinema Studies and Criticism

Gycelle Castaneda
Sociology

Sarah Colen
Kineisology

Matthew Costa
Math

Brigette Duran
Biology

Anna Edwards
Kinesiology

Samantha Estrella
English

Gabriel Farias
3usiness Administration

Jonathan Flores
Political Science

Mariela Flores
Political Science

Thomas Flores
History

Thailin Gavilanes
Business Administration

Allision Gilbert
Chinese

Sara Gomez
Business Administration

Adrian Gonzales
Political Science
-'
nrori31-

Angel Gonzalez
Environmental Science

Angelica Gonzalez
Math

Brenda Gonzalez
Political Science
t
• 32 èniors.

Catherine Gwinnup
Biology

Shelley Heller
Environmental Science

iors, Amy Palmer and Celina Adame, dedicate their time with other fellow Poets giving
rmation about studying broad during the study abroad fair held every fall semester of the
ool year. The fair is held at the beginning in order to give students the opportunity to travel
ng Jan Term and Spring.

Lizbeth Hernandez
Whittier Scholars Program
oe one of the first
ten to like us on

Richard Hoover
Economics

Courtney Jackson
Vhittier Scholars Program

Megan Jackson
Child Development

Steven Joaquin
English
-
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Audreanna Kalpkoff
Psychology

Catherine King
Englush

Brittaney Leon
Social Work

Rina Lila
Political Science

Kristina Little
Biology/Chemistry

Monique Machiz
Kinesiology

Sarah Mannes
Global Cultural Studies

Madison Martinet
Kinesiology

Justine Martinez
Kinesiology

Leslie Martinez
Child Development

Kirstie McPeek
Anthropology/Sociology

Anaeis Masihi-Minas
Psychology

Marlee Moffatt
Sociology

Jessica Morales
Business Administration

Noelle Navarro
Psychology

Allie Nicholson
Kinesiology

Kate Normand
Whittier Scholars Program

Whitney Pate
Kinesiology

Sarah Patterson
Political Science
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Jessica Ochoa
Biology

Amy Palmer
Theatre

Da'Mon Perry II
Kinesiology

Scott Peyatt
Business Administration

Roy Poblete
Theatre

Jennifer Portillo
Biology

Being a peer mentor, senior Ivy Han, directs her fellow mentees during their first-year community
service day. One of Han's duties of being a mentor is to not only guide first-year students to doing
well during their first semester but also be available for advice if needed.

Flaka Rodoniqi
Biology
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Kimberlee Ranz
Biology

Michael Raygoza
Business Administration

Margaret Rich
Psychology

Daisha Richards
Social Work

Ever Rincon
Business

Jenna Ririe
Business

Virginia Rodriquez
Economics

Yvette Rodriguez
Biology

Lynee Saladin
Psychology

Daisy Sanchez
English

Ben See
Business

Rachel See
English

Elyse Sharp
Theatre

Jamie Slingluff
Child Development

Daniel 15mitn
/hittier Scholars Program:
$tudies in American Law

Christopher Swanson
Political Science
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Megan Teachworth
Psychology

Vivian Tiet
Physics

Trisha Turigliatto
Child Development
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Amanda Turner
Music

Peaches Ulrich
Biology

At the end of every fall semester, the school holds 'Midnight Breakfast.' Students, like these seniors,
get together talk and have fun while being served bacon and eggs by the dedicated faculty and staff
Whittier has.

Ley Ung
Child Development

Adriana Valdez
Chemistry

Maryrose Vigorita
Child Development

Kallia Wade
English

Jacquie Waldman
Theatre
'
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Davina Williams
Child Development

Valerie Williams
Psychology

Dylan Zukowski
French

Senior, Nick Dante, participates in
'Poets Give Back' helps out local
businesses in Whittier by cleaning
up the mess that gets dragged in
day to day.
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SeniorsNot Pictured
na Adame
n Adams
n Aguilar-Mendoza
naAh Sing
r Aisner
hael Amarilla
iolas Amicone
3.nda Amiel
essa Amran
jhanie Angus
.n Arps
'ielle Bablewski
don Babot
mas Barber
athan Bartuzik
y Batey
)le Beauchamp
athan Belanger
. Beltran
on Beltran
ony Bennett
er Bergman
hanie Bergstrom
iard Beswick
thew Birkenseer
n Blank
athan Bluett
r Bogart
rew Brooks
i Bustos
)hanie Campbell
ssa Campos
yin Cano
sa Arillo
rtad Carlos
icio carregha
ar Castillo Duarte
n Catino
me Cendejas
chita Chaiyakam
'ana Chandrashekar
rew Choi
lumi Chou
es Chowdry
-e Clancy

ia Cloud
on Coleman
rge Colton
hleen Connors
nah Cooley
rey Copher

Dannea Crespo
Deyla Curtis
Colleen Daly
Nicholas Dante
Katie Davidson
Melissa Davidson
Michael Dimler
Meagan Dominguez
Travis Driskell
Brett Dunham
Brandon Epstein
Vincent Evans
Chad Evenrud
Charles Fisher
Elizabeth Fisk
Kyle Fox
Angela Freeland
Michael Gale
Apollonia Galvan
Adrianna Game
Nico Garcia
Cassie Garcia
Cindy Garcia
Brian Garfield
Alexander Gast
Daniel Gleiberman
Evan Godfrey
Adriana Gonzalez
Cory Goodchild
Ashley Gossman
Sydney Gould
Raymond Goyena
Jazzmine Graham
Dylan Griffiths
Christina Gunning
Gabriela Gutierrez
Lincoln Haley
Kristin Hallsted
Ivy Han
Lance Haver
John Hawkridge
Douglas Hesketh
Jordan Hidalgo
Korrine Hilgerman
Keith Hoefel
Whitney Holsten
Oreese Hoyes
Jason Huang
Joannarae Ibanez
Michael Ibarra
Reba Covarrubias
Chelsea Irha

John Jackson
Olga Jimenez
Michelle Johiro
Kelly Johnson
Rhye-Samuel Kanassatega
Rachel Kenny
Andrew Kim
Marissa King
Ryan Kitabayashi
Justin Koziol
Melissa Lam
Matthew Lane
Michael Latimer
Tyler Lau
Douglas Lawson
Jennifer Leach
Brandon Lee
Philip Lehrer
Marco Leone
Keimi Lew
Cameron Lew
Austin Liauw
Molly Litherland
Andrew Maartensen
Megan Maguire-Marshall
Clarissa Malhoit
Christopher Maloney
Kevin Mancilla
Emma Marchio
Tania Marroquin
Jessica Matias
Brendan Mayland
Samantha McCord
Dnaiel McQuade
Daniel Mena
Drew Menez
Eric Miller
Luis Molina
Elizabeth Montgomery
Veronica Moreno
Andrew Moreno-Hunt
Laura Mosedale
Brendan Murphy
Marina Najera
Jacques Namahoe
Michael Neumayr
Austin Nogueira
Melissa Nunez
Brianne O'Doherty
Stephan Ohayon
Gabriela Olavarrieta
Connor O'Leary

Sean O'Leary
Kady Oliker
Joshua 011ison
Amber Olmos
Steven Olvera
Shannon Orlins
Victor Padilla Meraz
Jonathan Palomino
Linda Park
Niketa Patel
Wesley Paulson
Erika Pere
Rene Perez
TaShaunna Peterman
Kelsy Phillips
Andrew Pigott
Maria Pizana
Eric Pluntze
Jonathan Pollare
Joshua Porotesano
Tyler Portman
Daniel Quele-Madrid
Nina Raspa
Rosalind Reid
Erik Rempen
Jeannette Reyna
Melissa Reynoso
Jennifer Rivas-Guillen
Chase Robinson
Bo Rodriguez
Susan Rubin
Graham Ruchti
Samuel Russell
John Sandlund
Brenda Santana
Ethan Schillinger
Keary Schlactus
Jenna Schonfeld
Chet Schuster
Nigora Sharipova
Shane Sheets
Kathryn Smith
Natalie Smythe
Lindsey Soderstrom
Julia-Ellen Spruill-Smith
Logan St. Albus
Austin Straus
John Swett
Kathryn Tanner
Alyssa Tantillo
Naomi Tarekegn
Craig Taylor

Meagan Taylor
Darren Taylor
Renee Tellez
Brenda Thompson
Katrina Thoreson
Janae Townsend
Zachary Trites
Cardell Turner
Jessica Underwood
Andrew Vallejo
Katherine Van Allen
Alison Vasquez
Danica Vogt
Deborah Wahnich
Christian Weiland
Simone Weinstein
Arianna Weisenburger
Darby Weppner
Carlyn Wederman
Megan Wessel
Rayshad West
Hannah Whitehurst
Collin Wigely
Jeffrey Wilson
Adam Wohlsen
Candace Wray
Amanda Ybarra
Tyler Zickel
Christine Zmuda
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—.Photo By: Ginger Maheske

Photo By: Ginger Maneske
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Photo By: Ginger Maneske
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"The Acropolis sits upon a hill in the City of Rome. Likew'se, Whittier College
lies upon a hill, and it is from tis that our yearbook is named." - Acropolis 1974

Acropolis Staff 2011-2012
Maucio Escobar 14 - Editor-in-Chief
Ginger Maneske 13 - Managing Editor
Bobbi Marie Mendoza 15 - Campus Life Editor
Andriena Zepeda 15 - Staff Writer
Yadira Gutierrez 15 - Staff Writer

Daisy Uribe 15 - Staff Writer
Cassandra Leyba 15 - Photographer
Noah Salvi '15 - Photographer
Luc! Zahradnickova 15 - Photographer

irst off, I would like to thank the Whittier College campus, Media Council, and everyone else who has helped make this
book possible. A special thanks to the LEAP office for dealing with us on many occasions! This very book took long hours
to create, it caused some arguments, but it also caused many memorable moments that we will carry on forever. Not many
people realize this, but this is a history book of Whittier College. Each year is a different volume capturing that year's history.
Acropolis is the oldest student publication to exist on campus. For 100 years, we have been here capturing and writing the
moments of being a Poet. This publication has had its ups and downs, but the book and staff just keeps getting stronger.
Thank you, again, and we hope you enjoy this book, Ginger: Thank you for your hard work. You have dedicated so much
time in the one semester you were here! Bobbi: You have been a great staff member this year, thank you! When I needed
help you were always there no questions ask. I am excited to see what you bring to the table in the upcoming years. You also
brighten up the day, even when it has been a huge downfall! Andreina: You have grown so much this past year, I am glad
you were apart of our staff and hope to see you back with us. Yadira: Thank you for your writing skills. If we ever needed
a last minute story, you were there to write it. Thank you! Cassie: You were not even getting paid through us and you have
done so much for our staff. Thank you! You're a hard worker and I knew I could of counted on you for anything, like last minute
stories! Daisy: Another one of our volunteers! Thank you so much for putting in time out of your day and help us complete
this book! You were awesome!! Noah: You are a very talented photographer and you put in a lot of time on the field capturing
our Whittier history. Thank you! We hope to see you again. Luck We all appreciate the time you have put into taking photos
for us. Your photos were always great and in on time, Brynda: Our lovely representative. Thank you so much for your time
and putting up with us. You have stuck with Acropolis for so many years. We would also like to thank the Athletic Department
for giving us photos so we can use. Especially to Lance Franey. Lance, you have been very patient and helpful to our staff
thank you!! Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this book, the administration, faculty, staff, clubs, societies, sport
teams, everyone. Thank you all for helping us in anyway possible. This book is dedicated to you all.
The 100th volume of the Acropolis was created on two MacBook Pros and a Mac desktop, using Adobe InDesign. CS5,
Adobe Photoshop CS5 and Adobe Bridge CS5. We used two Canon EOS SOD digital camera in order to capture the Whittier moments on and off campus. The fonts used are Helvetica Neue: Light, Ultralight, Italic, Ultralight Italic, and Regular. The
theme, design, colors, and concept of the book was all created by the 2011 -2012 staff. Every page in the book is printed
in full color on 100 lb. paper. The Acropolis was funded by Media Council and worked on by the nine members on staff. The
book is printed by Balfour I Taylor Publishing in Dallas, TX and was serviced by our representative, Brynda Everman. Senior
Portraits were provided by ktistryfoto in Brea, CA.
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